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The origin of electroweak symmetry breaking is about to be explored by the
LHC, which has started taking high-energy data this spring. In this thesis, we
explore several theories proposed to extend the standard mode (SM) of particle
physics and their phenomenological consequences for the LHC.
First we show that there exists an anomaly-free Littlest Higgs model with an
exact T-parity by explicitly constructing such a weakly coupled UV completion.
We show that an extended gauge and fermion sector is needed and estimate the
impact of new TeV scale particles on electroweak precision observables. We also
give both a supersymmetric and a ﬁve-dimensional solution to the remaining
hierarchy problem up to the Planck scale.
We then examine the feasibility of distinguishing a fermionic partner of the
SM gluon from a bosonic one at the LHC. We focus on the case when all allowed
tree-level decays of this partner are 3-body decays into two jets and a massive,
invisible particle. We show that the dijet invariant mass distributions differ sig-
niﬁcantly in the two models, as long as the decaying particle is substantially
more massive than its invisible daughter.
Finally we analyze the theory and phenomenology of anomalous global chi-
ral symmetries in the presence of an extra dimension. We propose a simple
extension of the standard model in 5D whose signatures closely resemble those
of supersymmetry with gauge mediation.BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
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ixCHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 History and the big picture
The last century has seen tremendous success in uncovering the fundamental
interactions that govern our world. At the end of the 19th century, the only
known forces were gravity and the electromagnetic force. Nevertheless, to a
large part it was believed that the fundamental physics was understood. So
much that in 1874 Max Planck was told not to study theoretical physics, as this
ﬁeld was completely known and only small gaps needed to be ﬁlled. At the
turn of the century, this changed quickly when quantum mechanics was dis-
covered and its mathematical foundations revealed within only two decades by
brilliant young theoretical physicists. Together with the new theory of relativ-
ity, this fundamentally changed our view of the world, shaking our beliefs of an
absolute time and of a deterministic description of nature.
Shortly after radioactive decays were found and it was realized that there is
even more unknown underlying physics than previously assumed. In the fol-
lowing half century, a whole “zoo” of particles was discovered and studied in
great detail. This led to a deeper understanding of the world and ﬁnally to the
weak force explaining radioactive decays and the strong force responsible for
the conﬁnement of nuclei. All together this culminated in the standard model of
particle physics summarizing our understanding of the fundamental building
blocks of nature. Now, at the beginning of the 21st century, we are at a similar
situation as a little over hundred years ago: the standard model has been tested,
veriﬁed and no deviations have been found. However, we have reasons to be-
1lieve that the “small gaps” we know about are not actually that small and that
there is some, more fundamental, physics we do not know about yet.
Fortunately, there is hope that we will soon be able to answer this question
and deepen our understanding of nature. The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has
started running at CERN in fall 2009 and is right now taking data at unprece-
dented energies. Counted in manpower, this is probably the largest scientiﬁc
effort mankind has ever undertaken and undoubtably the upcoming years will
give us more insight into the fundaments of the universe. We will either learn
about the particles and mechanisms that are responsible for electroweak sym-
metrybreakingor, muchlesslikelybutnotimpossible, ourunderstandingofthe
world will be challenged by a completely unknown kind of physics we cannot
even imagine.
In this work we want to explore some of the possibilities of new particle
models that extend the standard model as we know it. The following two sec-
tions of this chapter we will introduce the standard model of particle physics
in more detail and explain why we believe the LHC will see new particles. Sec-
tions 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6 will then each introduce in more detail one of the remaining
chapters of this thesis.
1.2 The Standard Model of Particle Physics and Electroweak
Symmetry Breaking
One of the most astounding accomplishments of the last century is the establish-
ment of the standard model of particle physics, a quantum theory of all known
2fundamental forces except gravity. In this section we give a brief overview of
the standard model.
The standard model (SM) is a renormalizable quantum ﬁeld theory describ-
ing three of the four known forces in nature: the strong, the weak and the elec-
tromagnetic force. It allows one to calculate the interactions of about a dozen
fundamental particles (quarks, leptons and gauge bosons) in terms of only a few
very basic principles and parameters.
 The forces: The forces between elementary particles are described by
gauge symmetries, i.e. local, internal rotation symmetries with associated
gauge bosons. In particular the standard model describes three sets of
gauge bosons: the gluons for the strong force and the weak and hyper-
charge gauge bosons for the electroweak forces. Their gauge groups are
SU(3)C  SU(2)L  U(1)Y: (1.2.1)
 The matter ﬁelds: All fundamental matter ﬁelds transform under spe-
ciﬁc representations of these gauge symmetries. There are ﬁve different
fundamental fermionic ﬁelds, Q;u;d;L;e. Each of these exist in three dif-
ferent ﬂavors or families, i.e. a ﬁeld with the same quantum numbers and
charges, but different masses. In addition, we believe that there exists a
scalar ﬁeld, the Higgs boson H (see p. 4). The charge assignments of all
these ﬁelds are summarized in table 1.1.
Using these two principles, we can write down the most general, gauge invari-
ant and renormalizable Lagrangian that governs the propagation of particles
and their interactions. The only extra ingredient is to specify the numerical
value of about  20 parameters associated with the couplings and masses.
3Table 1.1: Standard model gauge charges of the fundamental matter ﬁelds,
all the spin 1/2 ﬁelds come in three families with the same
charges, but different masses.
ﬁeld spin family members SU(3)c SU(2)L U(1)Y
Q 1=2

uL
dL

;

cL
sL

;

tL
bL

3 2 1=6
u 1=2 fuR;cR;tRg  3 1 2=3
d 1=2 fdR;sR;bRg  3 1  1=3
L 1=2

e
eL

;


L

;


L

1 2  1=2
e 1=2 feR;R;Rg 1 1  1
H 0   1 2 1=2
The standard model as described so far still has one shortcoming: gauge in-
variance forbids all mass terms except for the Higgs mass. However we know
that all the fermions and the W- and Z-bosons are massive. One might think
that adding a mass term by hand and abandoning the concept of gauge invari-
ance might be possible (or even necessary), but gauge symmetry ensures the
consistency of the whole theory. For example, the A0 component of the gauge
ﬁeld has negative norm, yet gauge invariance ensures that its contribution al-
ways cancels with the one coming from the longitudinal polarization.
A very elegant solution for this problem is provided by the Higgs mecha-
nism: electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB). Gauge invariance is maintained in
the Lagrangian, but the Higgs ﬁeld obtains a vacuum expectation value (vev)
that breaks part of the gauge symmetry. It is very easy to implement this idea
by requiring that the Higgs has a so called “Mexican hat potential”
V (H) =  
2jHj
2 + jHj
4: (1.2.2)
4The negative mass term results in a nonzero minimum of the Higgs ﬁeld at
hHi =
1
p
2
0
B
@
0
v
1
C
A; (1.2.3)
where we used the SU(2)L gauge freedom to rotate the vev into the real, lower
componentandv = =
p
2. ThisvevbreaksSU(2)LU(1)Y downtotheelectro-
magnetic U(1)EM, which is generated by Q = T3 + Y (electric charge), where T3
is the diagonal generator of SU(2)L and Y the one for hypercharge. The gauge
boson corresponding to this unbroken group remains massless and is called the
photon. The remaining three broken generators of SU(2)L  U(1)Y correspond
to the massive gauge bosons W  and Z, where the latter also couples to a com-
bination of T3 and Y like the photon. Their mass ﬁxes the size of the Higgs vev
to be v  246 GeV. Unlike massless gauge bosons, massive ones have an addi-
tional physical longitudinal polarization component. During EWSB this degree
of freedom is provided by the Higgs ﬁeld. This mechanism breaks gauge in-
variance only spontaneously and it can be shown that this theory still posses
all the desired properties of a consistent quantum ﬁeld theory, e.g. unitarity or
renormalizability.
Remarkably, all particle physics experiments have conﬁrmed the standard
model as described in the previous section, some to astounding accuracy [1].
The only deviation we know is the existence of dark matter, which has been
proven through gravitational measurements [2], and the fact that the Higgs bo-
son has not yet been discoveredy.
As one can be seen explicitly in transverse R-gauge ( = 1).
yNeutrino masses and oscillations are not strictly speaking part of the SM, however they can
be incorporated easily by adding right handed sterile neutrinos R with no gauge charges.
51.3 The Hierarchy Problem
Even though the standard model has been veriﬁed by experiments with the
exception of a Higgs discovery, there are still some theoretical issues that need
to be addressed: Why are the masses of the three families so different and the
mixings between them so small? What is the nature of the dark matter (and
dark energy) we observe in the universe on astrophysical scales? Why are there
exactly three generations? Why do they group in the representations of the
gauge groups as they do? Why is charge quantized? ...
Nevertheless, these are all fundamental questions about the size of param-
eters and the setup of the theory. There is one real problem that questions the
consistency of our whole approach, called the large hierarchy problem. Summa-
rized in one sentence it says: Why is the scale of electroweak symmetry break-
ing MW  100 GeV and therefore 17 orders of magnitude lower than the scale
of quantum gravity MPl  1019 GeV?
This poses a problem for the following reason: In any quantum ﬁeld theory,
we know that observables get corrections from the exchange of virtual particles.
This is also true for the bare parameters entering the Lagrangian, in particular
the masses of the particles. However, the masses of the gauge bosons and the
fermions are protected by gauge invariance and chiral symmetry, respectively.
By this we mean that they receive only corrections that are proportional to their
own mass. In contrast, the Higgs mass is not protected by any mechanism in
the SM, so one expects the loop corrections (see ﬁg. 1.1) to be on the order of
the highest scale in the theory. In the standard model this is the Planck scale
MPl  1019 GeV at which one expects gravitational quantum effects to become
6t W H
Figure 1.1: Loop diagrams yielding the biggest contributions to the Higgs
mass.
important. Therefore, one would expect the Higgs mass to be of order MPl.
This is in contradiction, or at least strong tension, with both experimental
data and theoretical considerations:
 Experiment: Even though there has been no direct detection of the Higgs
boson yet, there have been a lot of measurements in which the Higgs bo-
son enters indirectly through loop contributions . The dependence on the
Higgs mass due to these higher order corrections is only small (and log-
arithmic at one-loop level, as opposed to the top quark, whose mass en-
tersquadratically), butmanyofthesemeasurementshavebeencarriedout
withsuchhighprecision( 0:1%forsome)thatpresentdatacanbeusedto
constraintheHiggsmass. Figure1.2showsthe = 2 2
min distribution
of a global ﬁt to all precision data as performed by the GFitter group [3].
Note that the best ﬁt value is already excluded by direct searches and that
the best global ﬁt yields an upper limit of mH . 170   210 GeV at 95%
conﬁdence level (the upper limit depends on the analysis performed [4]).
 Theory: The Higgs has been introduced to explain electroweak symmetry
breaking, i.e. to spontaneously break gauge invariance maintaining renor-
malizability and unitarity of unbroken gauge theories. One manifestation
is that the tree-level scattering cross section of longitudinal W bosons on
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Figure 1.2: Experimental bounds: Best global ﬁt to electroweak data (from
the GFitter group [3]). The shaded regions are excluded by di-
rect LEP and Tevatron searches [5,6].
each other grows with energy like E2 if the theory contains no Higgs. Only
after intermediate Higgs states are taken into account the cross section lev-
els off, the divergence being cut off by the Higgs mass. As cross sections
translate into scattering probabilities, a too heavy Higgs would therefore
mean the loss of perturbative unitarity. This yields an upper bound for
the Higgs mass of order 800-1000 GeV [7–11]. This is one of the strongest
reasons to believe that we are about to see new physics at the TeV scale.
Therearetwopossiblewaysoutofthis: Forone, thebaremassintheLagrangian
and the loop corrections could almost precisely cancel to yield a light Higgs.
However, this would require the ﬁne tuning of two very large numbers to 17
digits.z This ﬁne tuning of parameters seems to be neither an elegant solution
nor one motivated by any principle. Much more satisfying would be to ﬁnd
an underlying reason or a symmetry that ensures a light Higgs boson. This
zFor comparison: the most precise measurement to date in any system is only to 10 15!
8has been one of the main goals in theoretical high energy physics in the last
three decades. In the following we will brieﬂy describe some of the proposed
solutions.
Supersymmetry
One of the most elegant solutions for the hierarchy problem is supersymmetry
(SUSY). The idea is to introduce a new spacetime symmetry between bosonic
and fermionic particles, so that each fermion has a bosonic partner and vice
versa. A consequence is, that the SUSY partners have the same mass and that
their couplings are related to each other. Since fermionic masses are protected
from getting loop corrections of order MPl by chiral symmetry, the fermionic
SUSY partner of the Higgs (and thus also the Higgs itself) is protected from
receiving large contributions. In computations this protection manifests in can-
cellations of loop contributions between SM particles and their superpartners,
for which the fact that they have the same mass and related couplings is crucial.
As we have not observed partners with opposite spin and the same mass
in nature, we know that SUSY must be broken at some higher scale, rendering
the cancellation incomplete and creating a massive Higgs. Most of the model
building effort is consequently put into ﬁnding mechanisms that break SUSY in
awaythatisconsistentwithdata. Itisusuallyassumedthatthesupersymmetric
standard model is decoupled from the sector that breaks supersymmetry and
that the breaking is mediated by different messengers, e.g. gravity or gauge
ﬁelds.
9Randall-Sundrum models
Another approach to solve the large hierarchy problem is the introduction of
a compact extra dimension with a non-trivial metric. A possible solution is to
have a slice of Anti-de-Sitter space, where the four usual dimensions are ﬂat
and the metric has a warp factor e 2ky that depends on the position y in the
extra dimension
ds
2 = e
 2kydx
dx
   dy
2: (1.3.4)
Inthesimplestversionsofthismodel, onlygravitypropagatesinthebulk, while
all SM ﬁelds are localized on one brane bounding the extra dimension (the IR
brane). Choosing the size rc of the extra dimension such that krc  30 will then
effectively warp down the Planck scale from the UV brane to the IR brane by a
factor e 30  10 15, explaining the large hierarchy of sales.
Little Higgs models
A third (and only partial) solution to the hierarchy problem is to understand
the hierarchy problem as hint that the SM Higgs is not a fundamental scalar,
but only the low-energy, effective description of some unknown physics at the
TeV scale. In the SM we already know a mechanism that provides us with
massless scalar modes, namely Goldstone’s theorem. Whenever a scalar vev
spontaneously breaks a global symmetry, some modes of this scalar ﬁeld will
become exactly massless. If the symmetry in question is only approximate, then
the modes will not be massless, but still light. This is the idea of Little Higgs
models. These models do not completely solve the hierarchy problem, but just
answer the question, why new physics might be at the TeV scale rather than the
10weak scale. This is sometimes also called little hierarchy problem.
Since a big portion of this thesis is dedicated to the construction of a partic-
ular Little Higgs model, we will describe this mechanism in more detail in the
next section.
1.4 Little Higgs models and collective symmetry breaking
As mentioned in the last section, realizing the Higgs as a pseudo-Goldstone bo-
son can solve the little hierarchy problem. For extensive reviews see [12,13]. To
understand the mechanism, it is easiest to look at the simplest case of a complex
scalar ﬁeld,
L = j@uj
2   V (
); (1.4.5)
where the potential is given by the “Mexican hat potential” from eq. (1.2.2) and
the ﬁeld has a global symmetry U(1) symmetry  ! ei. Expanding the ﬁeld
around the vev hi =
f p
2 we we can write it as
 = 1 p
2 [f + r(x)]e
 i(x)=f; (1.4.6)
where r(x) parametrizes the radial direction and (x) the Goldstone boson from
the symmetry breaking. Under the global U(1) these two components transform
as
r(x) ! r(x)
(x) ! (x) + f:
(1.4.7)
This means that all couplings to (x) have to be derivative couplings, since it
possesses a shift symmetry under the broken global symmetry. This is exactly
11what Goldstone’s theorem states: (x) is an exactly massless ﬁeld to all orders
in perturbation theory [14–16].
The Coleman-Wess-Zumino theorem [17,18] generalizes the description of
the effective low-energy modes in (1.4.6) to a global symmetry breaking with
an arbitrary group. If any group is broken by the vev f of a scalar ﬁeld , the
low-energy effective theory, i.e. the Goldstone bosons a can be described using
the parametrization
~  = exp[i
aX
a=f] ? hi; (1.4.8)
where Xa are the broken generators and the star ? is representing the action of
the group element exp[iaXa=f] on the vev hi. The ﬁeld ~  describes the theory
after all massive scalar degrees of freedom have been integrated out below the
symmetry breaking scale f.
To obtain a realistic model, the global symmetry we started out with cannot
be exact, as we know that the Higgs boson cannot be exactly massless. How-
ever, breakingtheglobalsymmetryexplicitlyusuallyreintroducesthequadratic
divergences we were set out to eliminate. A solution to this is provided by col-
lective symmetry breaking: We introduce two couplings that each break the global
symmetry, but if only one of these two coupling is non-zero, the Higgs will still
be an exact Goldstone boson. Hence one needs both couplings in any diagram
to generate a mass to the Higgs. This then forbids quadratically divergent dia-
grams at one-loop and only allows them at higher order.
Models of this type are called Little Higgs models: the Higgs is a pseudo-
Goldstone boson and gets mass only by collective symmetry breaking. These
models are effective theories below the symmetry breaking scale f  TeV and
do not solve the large hierarchy problem. The scale of new physics is pushed
12in the TeV range, thus only solving the little hierarchy problem. Little Higgs
models contain additional gauge bosons (amongst other additional particles),
which are necessary to cancel the contribution to the quadratic divergence com-
ing from SM gauge bosons. As new gauge bosons also enter in electroweak
precision data, it is helpful to introduce a new parity under which (at least the
lighter) new gauge bosons are odd. In the case of Little Higgs models, this is
called T-parity and the lightest T-odd particle is also a dark matter candidate.
However, as Little Higgs theories are effective theories it was pointed out by
C. and R. Hill [19] that it is not clear whether the complete fundamental theory
possesses this symmetry or whether it is anomalous and thus leads to the decay
of the lightest T-odd particle (analogous to the decay 0 !  in the SM).
In chapter 2 we explicitly construct a UV completion for one of the most
popular Little Higgs models, the Littlest Higgs [20], in which T-parity is an ex-
act symmetry. We show that our weakly coupled UV completion is manifestly
free of any T-parity anomalies and necessarily leads to an extension of both the
gauge and the fermion sector [21].
1.5 Distinguishing theories at the LHC: Determining the spin
of standard model partners
After years of preparation and anticipation the LHC has ﬁnally started running
and is taking high-energy data since this year. As we have described in sec-
tion 1.3, we have strong reasons to believe that we are going to ﬁnally explore
the full physics of EWSB and see new particles at the TeV scale. But this is when
13the real job just starts. Just knowing that there are new particles will not be
enough to determine the underlying physics. In this section we will describe a
question that needs to be addressed: How can we distinguish between super-
symmetric model and extra dimensional models?
A popular extra dimensional model is the model of an universal extra di-
mension (UED). The extra dimension is compact, of inverse size L 1  1 TeV
and, in contrast to Randall-Sundrum models, the metric is ﬂat. In this theory
all the SM ﬁelds are promoted to 5D bulk ﬁelds, with Neumann boundary con-
ditions. Therefore, all 5D wave functions are ﬂat before electroweak symmetry
breaking. There is a whole tower of of equally-spaced higher-mass modes for
each ﬁeld, mn = n=L. Unlike the models described in section 1.3, UED does
not solve the hierarchy problem, but only serves as a good and reliable tool for
model building. The question we want to address is: how can we distinguish a
UED model from a SUSY theory?
One hope would be that in extra dimensional models one could see multiple
partners per SM particle, namely more than just one particle of the whole KK-
tower. However, for realistic sizes of the extra dimension it will be difﬁcult to
detect even the second KK-mode. To make things worse, it is known that it is
possible to mimic the mass spectrum of a SUSY theory with the ﬁrst KK-modes
of a UED model [22]. The most obvious distinction between these models is
that in SUSY theories SM particles have partners of opposite spin, while in ex-
tra dimensional models the partners have the same spin. Therefore, one will
need to measure the spin of a new particle to say something about the under-
lying physics. In principle it is possible to determine the spin a particle, from
the angular distribution of its decay products. But in order to do this, one needs
14to now the center of mass frame of the decaying particle, either from the exper-
imental setup that permits this knowledge or from the measurement of all the
decayproductsreconstructingtheoriginalfourmomentum. Theﬁrstpossibility
is not feasible at the LHC since it is a hadron collider. The second is excluded in
most models, as they contain a dark matter candidate that is at the end of most
of the decay chains and escapes the experiment without detection.
In chapter 3 we investigate the possibility of distinguishing between the de-
cay of the gluon partner to two jets and missing energy in SUSY theories and
UED models using the invariant mass distribution of the two observable jets.
We assume that no two-body decays are kinematically allowed and that this
three-body decay is off-shell. We ﬁnd that a distinction using the invariant mass
distribution is possible, if the mother particle and the invisible one have a large
enough mass ratio (a factor of 5 to 10) [23].
1.6 Mimicking characteristic gauge-mediated SUSY breaking
with a ﬂat extra dimension
A second way how identiﬁcation of a model could fail is if our ignorance of
possible models led us to believe that some signal was unique to this model,
where in fact it is not. We will describe a special case of this scenario situation
in the following.
A very popular class of supersymmetric models are models with gauge me-
diated SUSY breaking (GMSB). A good review is given in [24]. In these SUSY
models, the the MSSM sector and the SUSY breaking sector decouple, if the SM
15gauge couplings are taken to zero. This means that the SUSY breaking is only
mediated via SM gauge loops and the SUSY breaking scale can be as low as
 100 TeV. Therefore, there are no new sources of ﬂavor-changing neutral cur-
rents in addition to the SM Yukawas. In GMSB models the lightest supersym-
metric particle is usually the gravitino and the neutralinos decay to it mostly by
emission of a photon
0 !  + ~ G: (1.6.9)
Thus, if GMSB should be realized in nature, we would see a lot of events at
the LHC with photons and missing energy (/ ET), since the gravitino escapes
detection. It has been believed that this signal is characteristic for GMSB.
However, we will show in chapter 4 that this signal has nothing to do with
GMSB (in fact not even SUSY) and will construct a non-SUSY model that shows
the same characteristic. We will use a UED setup with a discrete reﬂection parity
around the midpoint of the extra dimension called KK-parity. We mimic the
signature of (1.6.9) using the decay of the ﬁrst photon KK-mode to the photon
and some KK-odd particle  
x

(1) !  +  (/ ET): (1.6.10)
In our model this decay is generated by an anomalous vertex involving a broken
and anomalous 5D gauge symmetry. We show how the light   mode arises
from the 5D component B5 of this gauge ﬁeld and how the decay 1.6.10 can be
calculated in analogy to the anomalous  !  decay in SM [25].
xThe subscript “-” does not refer to the charge of the particle, as it is neutral, but to its KK-
parity.
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A WEAKLY COUPLED ULTRAVIOLET COMPLETION OF THE LITTLEST
HIGGS WITH T-PARITY
2.1 Motivation
In Little Higgs models the Higgs is a pseudo-Goldstone boson of a global sym-
metry breaking at a few TeV. This does not solve the big hierarchy problem, but
at least reconciles the new physics that keeps the Higgs light with electroweak
precision observables (EWPO). One can also introduce a particle exchange par-
ity, dubbed T-parity, which lessens tension with EWPO even further and in ad-
dition also provides a stable dark matter candidate. However, Little Higgs the-
ories are described as effective theories below a symmetry breaking scale f and
it had been pointed out in [19] that a full, UV complete theory might not posses
this T-parity and thus not have a dark matter candidate.
In this section we are going to show, that it is possible to explicitly construct
a UV completion of a particular little Higgs model, the so-called Littlest Higgs,
and explicitly show that it has an exact T-parity [21].
2.2 Introduction
One of the most pressing issues facing particle theory is the little hierarchy prob-
lem. On the one hand, electroweak precision measurements at LEP and the
Tevatron seem to indicate the existence of a weakly coupled light (below 200
GeV) Higgs boson. This Higgs would be unstable against large radiative cor-
17rections, and one would expect new physics at or below the TeV scale to sta-
bilize the Higgs potential. On the other hand, the same electroweak precision
measurements have failed to provide any indirect evidence for such physics.
For the case of supersymmetry (SUSY), a natural minimal model should have
already been discovered at LEP2 or the Tevatron: null results of superpartner
and Higgs searches imply that a ﬁne-tuning of order 1% or worse is required to
accommodate the data, which is the particular incarnation of the little hierarchy
problem for SUSY.
The motivation for Little Higgs (LH) models is to solve this issue by push-
ing the scale of new physics that solves the “large” (weak/Planck) hierarchy
problem up to 10 TeV, and provide a rationale for the cancelation of the remain-
ing quadratic divergences in the Higgs mass between 1 TeV and 10 TeV. This is
achieved by interpreting the Higgs as an approximate Goldstone boson corre-
sponding to a spontaneously broken global symmetry of the electroweak sector.
Gauge and Yukawa couplings of the Higgs must break the global symmetry
explicitly; however, if this breaking is “collective” (meaning that no single cou-
pling breaks all of the symmetry responsible for keeping the Higgs light), the
extended theory can remain perturbative until the 10 TeV scale without ﬁne-
tuning [20,26]. Several explicit realizations of this idea have appeared in the
literature [12,13]. Models with T-parity are especially promising, since they can
be consistent with precision electroweak constraints without need for ﬁne tun-
ing in the Higgs mass [27,28]. In this chapter, we will focus on the Littlest Higgs
model with T-parity (LHT) [29], which is a fully realistic example of this class.
Like all existing Little Higgs models, the LHT has been constructed as an ef-
fective ﬁeld theory, valid below the cutoff scale of order 10 TeV. This is sufﬁcient
18to discuss the model’s consistency with precision electroweak data [30,31], its
signatures at the Tevatron [32] and the LHC [33,34], and the dark matter can-
didate that naturally emerges in this model [31,33,35,36]. However, in order
to really complete the program outlined above one needs to ﬁnd the ultraviolet
(UV) completion of these models, i.e. embed it into a more fundamental theory
valid at higher scales, possibly all the way up to the scale of grand uniﬁcation
(GUT) or the Planck scale. The main aim of this chapter is to present such a con-
struction. As with most BSM models, there are two possibilities. The UV com-
pletion may be a strongly coupled theory, which happens to produce the LHT
as its effective theory below the conﬁnement scale of 10 TeV, or the UV com-
pletion remains perturbative, and the LHT emerges as a low-energy description
of a renormalizable weakly coupled gauge theory. Here we choose to follow
the second possibility, that is we present a linear UV completion of the LHT. In
this approach, one needs to introduce supersymmetry to stabilize the hierarchy
between the 10 TeV scale and the GUT/Planck scale; however, since SUSY is
broken at 10 TeV, the model is free of the ﬁne-tuning plaguing the MSSM. Alter-
natively one can have a Kaluza-Klein (KK) tower of a warped extra dimension
starting at 10 TeV, which would also stabilize the large hierarchy. Our model ex-
plains the appearance and radiative stability of the global symmetry structure of
the LHT, which at ﬁrst sight appears rather unnatural. Furthermore, the model
is manifestly free of anomalies, including both the familiar gauge/gravitational
anomalies and the anomalies involving T-parity. Thus, the anomaly-induced
T-parity violating operators, which recently received some attention in the liter-
ature [19,37], are completely absent in our model and T-parity is an exact sym-
metry, at least as long as gravitational effects can be ignored. This illustrates
the point that the existence of these operators depends crucially on the nature
19of the ultraviolet completion of the LH model. This has also been emphasized
very recently in [38], where it was also pointed out the UV completions with
anomalous T-parity are unlikely to have the correct vacuum alignment. The
model constructed here does not exhibit gauge coupling uniﬁcation. Construc-
tion of uniﬁed models is outside the scope of this chapter.
Before presenting our model, let us brieﬂy comment on its relation to pre-
vious work in this area. UV completions of the Littlest Higgs model have been
until now based on either a strongly interacting theory or equivalently a warped
extra dimension at the 10 TeV scale. Models without T-parity have been con-
structed [39,40], while recently an attempt to incorporate a discrete parity based
on two throats of warped dimensions was presented in [41]. Our model is based
on conventional, four-dimensional and perturbative physics, making it much
easier to incorporate T-parity and to analyze anomalies. Supersymmetric ul-
traviolet completions of an alternative LH model, the “simplest” little Higgs,
have also appeared in the literature [42–45]. However, in those models the elec-
troweak precision constraints are so strong that one has to assume that SUSY
is broken at the weak scale, and the LH scale is much higher. The role of the
Little Higgs mechanism is to solve the little hierarchy problem within SUSY. In
contrast, in our model the LH partners appear ﬁrst, and SUSY is irrelevant until
the 10 TeV scale. At the LHC, our model would look like the familiar LHT, with
a few extra states. We will also present an extra dimensional model that is rem-
iniscent of the structure of the minimal composite Higgs (MCH) models of [46],
in which the Higgs will appear as the zero mode of the A5 bulk gauge ﬁelds,
which will pick up a ﬁnite radiatively generated potential. The main difference
between the model presented here and the MCH models is that we will have
the T-odd little Higgs partners appearing at the 1 TeV scale, which will allow
20us to push the KK mass scale of the theory to 10 TeV without ﬁne-tuning. Thus
the KK tower only plays a role of UV completing the theory above 10 TeV and
stabilizing the hierarchy between 10 TeV and the Planck scale, but it is not used
to cut off the 1-loop quadratic divergences between 1 and 10 TeV.
The chapter is organized as follows. We ﬁrst construct a four-dimensional,
non-supersymmetric, renormalizable model which reduces to the LHT (plus a
few extra states) below the 10 TeV scale. We discuss the bosonic (gauge and
scalar) sector of the model in section 2.3, and show how to incorporate fermions
in section 2.4. In section 2.5, we extend the model to achieve complete anomaly
cancelation, including anomalies involving T-parity. In section 2.6, we discuss
how the hierarchy between the 10 TeV scale and the Planck scale can be sta-
bilized by either supersymmetrizing the model or embedding it into a theory
with a warped ﬁfth dimension ` a la Randall and Sundrum [47]. In section 2.7,
we estimate the precision electroweak constraints on the model, and show that
the model is realistic. In section 2.8, we show by an explicit diagrammatic cal-
culation how the little Higgs cancelations occur in our renormalizable model.
Finally, section 2.9 contains our conclusions.
2.3 The Scalar/Gauge Sector for SU(5)  SU(2)  U(1)
The bosonic (scalar and gauge) degrees of freedom of the LHT model are de-
scribed by a gauged non-linear sigma model (nlm). The scalars are the Gold-
stone bosons of the global symmetry breaking SU(5) ! SO(5). The symmetry-
breaking vev (or condensate) is in the symmetric representation 15 of the SU(5).
ThesymmetrybreakingscalefS isassumedtobeabout1TeV.Toincorporatethe
21gauge degrees of freedom, an [SU(2)U(1)]2 subgroup of the SU(5) is gauged;
for the fundamental representation, the gauged subgroup of SU(5) is spanned
by the generators
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where a = a=2. Below fS, the gauge symmetry is reduced to the diagonal
SU(2)  U(1), which is identiﬁed with the Standard Model (SM) electroweak
gauge group SU(2)L  U(1)Y. Under this group, the physical (uneaten) Gold-
stones decompose into a weak doublet, identiﬁed with the SM Higgs, and a
weak triplet. The Higgs mass is protected from a one-loop quadratic divergence
by the collective symmetry breaking mechanism. The nlm is an effective the-
ory valid up to the scale   4fS  10 TeV. For a more detailed description of
the LHT model, see Refs. [29,30,33].
The ﬁrst step to a weakly coupled UV completion of the LHT is to replace
the nlm with a linear sigma model with the same symmetry breaking structure.
This model contains a single scalar ﬁeld S, transforming as 15 of SU(5), which
22is assumed to get a vev
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where fS  1 TeV. The Lagrangian is simply
Llin = 1
8jDSj
2   V (S); (2.3.4)
where D is the covariant derivative, and the renormalizable potential V (S) is
assumed to lead to an S vev of the form (2.3.3). We will not need to specify this
and other scalar potentials explicitly, for an example of a possible potential for
S see eq. (2.8.3). The excitations around the vacuum (2.3.3) can be parametrized
as
S = hSi + i
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where S is a hermitian, complex 22 matrix, S a real singlet, S a complex,
symmetric 22 matrix and hS a complex doublet, which will be identiﬁed with
the SM Higgs. These ﬁelds are pseudo-Goldstone bosons (they would be exact
Goldstone bosons, if the gauge couplings were taken to zero). They contain 14
degrees of freedom, corresponding to the number of SU(5) generators broken
by the S vev. The other 16 degrees of freedom in S, the “radial” modes, ob-
tain masses  cfS, where c are order-one numbers determined by the coupling
constants in V (S). Integrating out the radial modes reproduces the nlm de-
scription of the LHT, independent of the details of V (S). This is guaranteed by
the Coleman-Wess-Zumino theorem [17, 18]. In particular, the crucial feature
of the LHT nlm is the special structure of the Higgs coupling to gauge ﬁelds,
23which guarantees the absence of a quadratic divergence in the Higgs mass at
one loop. In section 2.8, we show by an explicit calculation how this structure
emerges from the linear sigma model.
The model deﬁned by eq. (2.3.4) is of course renormalizable, and can be valid
up to an arbitrarily high scale, for example the Planck scale. In this sense, it is
a viable UV completion of (the bosonic sector of) the LHT. However, it has two
signiﬁcant shortcomings:
 The symmetry structure of this model is very unnatural. Because gauge
interactions break the global SU(5) explicitly, renormalization-group evo-
lution generates SU(5)-violating operators in the Lagrangian. In the LHT
model, the global SU(5) has to be a good symmetry at the 10 TeV scale.
This would require the linear model to contain a very special combination
of SU(5)-violating terms at the Planck scale, ﬁnely tuned just so that the
SU(5) is miraculously restored at 10 TeV.
 SM fermions cannot be incorporated in this model in a way consistent with
T-parity. T-parity requires that for every ﬁeld transforming under one of
the two SU(2)  U(1) gauge groups of the LHT model, there must be an-
other ﬁeld transforming in the same way under the other SU(2)  U(1).
Since the SM weak group is the diagonal combination of the two SU(2)
factors, this means that the model must have an even number of weak
doublets of the same hypercharge and color charge. Therefore this model
cannot lead to the chiral fermion content of the SM in the low energy limit.
To avoid the ﬁrst problem, we would like to start at high energies with a
model in which the full SU(5) is promoted to a gauge symmetry. Further, to
24Table 2.1: Scalar ﬁelds and their gauge charge assignments.
SU(5) SU(2)3 U(1)3
1;2 Adj 1 0
S 1 0
K1  1=2
K2  1=2
incorporate chirality, we must enlarge the gauge structure to contain an odd
number of gauged SU(2) factors. The most obvious and easiest choice is to add
one extra gauge SU(2). As we will see below, obtaining the correct hypercharge
assignments for all SM fermions also requires an additional U(1) gauge group.
Thus, the full gauge group of our model, at high energies, is
SU(5)  SU(2)3  U(1)3; (2.3.6)
where we labeled the extra SU(2)  U(1) factor with a subscript “3” to distin-
guish it from the [SU(2)  U(1)]2 subgroup of the SU(5) that survives below 10
TeV. To break the [SU(2)U(1)]3 subgroup to the SM electroweak gauge group,
we also need additional bifundamental scalars under SU(5)  SU(2)3, K1 and
K2, which will acquire the appropriate vevs (see eq. (2.3.9)).
To reproduce the symmetries of the LHT model at low energies, we intro-
duce a set of scalar ﬁelds, summarized in Table 2.1. At the 10 TeV scale, the 
25ﬁelds get vevs of the form
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where f  10 TeV. These vevs break the SU(5) down to [SU(2)  U(1)]2, the
gauge group of the LHT model, and leave the SU(2)3  U(1)3 unbroken. If the
scalar potential has the form
V = V (1;2) + V (S;K1;K2); (2.3.8)
so that there are no direct couplings between ’s and other scalars, the model
will possess an SU(5) global symmetry below 10 TeV, broken only by gauge
interactions. This is the idea that was ﬁrst employed in the context of SU(6)
GUT models in [48–50], and also in the ”simplest little Higgs” model in [51,52].
With this assumption, the full gauge/global symmetry structure of the LHT is
reproduced. Of course, this construction is only natural, if there is a symmetry
reason for the absence of direct potential couplings between ’s and the other
scalars. In section 2.6, we will show that the -vevs can be stabilized at the
10 TeV scale, either by supersymmetrizing the model or by embedding it into
a ﬁve-dimensional model with warped geometry. In both cases, the couplings
between  and the other scalars can be naturally suppressed.
At the 1 TeV scale, the ﬁeld S gets a vev given in eq. (2.3.3), while the bifun-
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where fK  1 TeV. Together, these vevs break the [SU(2)  U(1)]3 gauge sym-
metry down to a single SU(2)  U(1), identiﬁed with the SM. The unbroken
generators are simply Qa
D = Qa
1 + Qa
2 + Qa
3 and YD = Y1 + Y2 + Y3.
The global symmetry breaking by the K-vevs results in additional pseudo-
Goldstone bosons. We will assume that the tree-level scalar potential does not
contain direct couplings between the ﬁelds: V = V (S) + V (K1;K2). With this
assumption, the Goldstones contained in different ﬁelds do not mix. Most of the
Goldstones are not protected by the collective symmetry breaking mechanism.
They will therefore receive quadratically divergent masses at the one-loop level
from gauge loops, and their masses are in the TeV range. The only exceptions
are the SM Higgs hS, and a set of three real Goldstones transforming as a real
triplet under the SM SU(2) gauge group. Two of these triplets are eaten by the
heavy SU(2) gauge bosons, while the third one remains physical. The physical
mode is a linear combination of the Goldstones coming from S, K1 and K2. In
fact, one can think of our model below 10 TeV as a three-site deconstruction of a
ﬁve-dimensional model, with the moose diagram shown in Fig. 2.1. In this pic-
ture, the light triplet mode is simply the counterpart of A5, and can only receive
a mass from non-local effects due to compactiﬁcation. However, the Yukawa
couplings of our model (discussed in the following section) do not have such
an “extra-dimensional” structure, and the triplet mass is not protected from the
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Figure 2.1: The gauge symmetries and scalar ﬁeld content of the model
below the 10 TeV scale.
one-loop diagrams involving the Yukawas. Thus, this mode will also receive a
TeV-scale mass. The only pseudo-Goldstone protected by the collective symme-
try mechanism is the SM Higgs.
In addition to the gauge symmetries, we impose that the model is invariant
under a discrete T-parity, which acts on the gauge and scalar ﬁelds as follows:
WSU(5) ! 
(WSU(5))

y ;
WSU(2) ! !(WSU(2))!
y = WSU(2) ;
BU(1) ! BU(1) ;
1 $ 
2

y ;
S ! 
S
y

T ;
K1 $ 
K2!
T ; (2.3.10)
where WSU(5), WSU(2) and BU(1) are the SU(5), SU(2)3 and U(1)3 gauge ﬁelds,
respectively, and
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28Note that 
 2 SU(5) and ! 2 SU(2). The kinetic terms are automatically invari-
ant under this parity, while the scalar potential must be restricted to the terms
consistent with it. The vevs in eqs. (2.3.3), (2.3.7) and (2.3.9) do not break T-
parity. It is easy to check that the T-parity deﬁned in this way acts in the desired
way on the ﬁelds of the LHT model: the two SU(2)  U(1) factors inside the
SU(5) are interchanged, the Higgs boson hS is T-even, while the weak triplet is
T-odd, as required by precision electroweak ﬁts.
Now, let us discuss the spectrum of the bosonic states. Sixteen out of the
24 SU(5) gauge bosons get masses at the 10 TeV scale. These states are too
heavy to have any phenomenological consequences, and we will not discuss
them further. Below 10 TeV, we have three sets of SU(2) gauge bosons:
m
2
WSM = 0 : WSM = 1 p
2g2
3+g2
5
[g3(W1 + W2) + g5W3]
m
2
Weven =
g2
5+2g2
3
4 f
2
K : Weven = 1 p
2g2
5+4g2
3
[g5(W1 + W2)   2g3W3] (2.3.12)
m
2
Wodd =
g2
5
4 (2f
2
S + f
2
K) : Wodd = 1 p
2[W1   W2];
as well as three U(1) bosons:
m
2
BSM = 0 : BSM = 1 p
2g0
5
2+g0
3
2[g
0
3(B1 + B2) + g
0
5B3]
m
2
Beven =
g0
5
2+2g0
3
2
4 f
2
K : Beven = 1 p
2g0
5
2+4g0
3
2[g
0
5(B1 + B2)   2g
0
3B3] (2.3.13)
m
2
Bodd =
g0
5
2
100(10f
2
S + f
2
K) : Bodd = 1 p
2[B1   B2]:
Here g5, g3 and g0
3 are the SU(5), SU(2)3 and U(1)3 coupling constants, respec-
tively, and in proper normalization g0
5 =
p
5=3g5.
Note that the model contains a set of T-even gauge bosons at the TeV scale,
due to the presence of an extra SU(2)  U(1) gauge factor, which is T-even.
These states can be problematic for electroweak precision constraints, but are
29inevitable in our model. However, they do not participate in the cancelation
of the quadratic divergences in the Higgs boson mass. Therefore, they can be
substantially heavier than the T-odd states, without spoiling naturalness. This
occurs if g0
3;g3  g5; if the T-odd states are at 1 TeV, requiring that g0
3;g3 
3-5 g5 is sufﬁcient to avoid precision electroweak constraints, and the model re-
mains weakly coupled, but for these parameters, the Weinberg angle is ﬁxed at a
wrong value: sin2 W = 5=8 in the limit g0
3;g3  g5. However, as we will discuss
in section 2.4.2, reproducing the top sector of the LHT from a renormalizable
model will require introduction of additional scalar vevs at the TeV scale, which
will affect the gauge boson spectrum. It turns out that in the full model the cor-
rect value of the Weinberg angle can be easily reproduced without conﬂict with
precision electroweak data, as we will show in detail in section 2.7.
2.4 The Fermion Sector
In this section we describe the fermion sector of our model that contains the SM
fermions plus a number of heavier states. Our convention is to write all fermion
ﬁelds as left-handed two-component spinors.
2.4.1 The SM fermions
It is straightforward to include the SM SU(2)L singlets as T-even fermionic sin-
glets, uR;dR and eR. (The SM generation index will be omitted throughout this
chapter.) For each SM doublet, we introduce two fermions in the representa-
30Table 2.2: Fermion ﬁelds required to incorporate one generation of SM
quarks, and their gauge charge assignments. Here Y = 1=6 is
the SM quark doublet hypercharge. For a generation of leptons,
the same set of ﬁelds is required, except dR ! eR, uR is omit-
ted if the neutrino is Majorana (or uR ! R if it is Dirac), and
Y =  1=2.
SU(5) SU(2)3 U(1)3
	1 1 Y + 1=2
	2 1 Y + 1=2
 3 1  Y
 4;5 1  Y   1
UR1;2 1 1  Y   1=2
uR 1 1  Y   1=2
dR 1 1  Y + 1=2
tions 5 and 5 of SU(5)
	1 =
0
B B
B B
@
 1
UL1
1
1
C C
C C
A
and 	2 =
0
B B
B B
@
2
UL2
 2
1
C C
C C
A
: (2.4.1)
A linear combination of  1 and  2 will become the SM doublet. To decouple the
extra components, we need 5 extra fermions:  3,  4 and  5 are SU(2)3 doublets,
and UR1 and UR2 are singlets. We also need two extra scalar ﬁelds, F1 2 5 and
F2 2  5 of SU(5). Both are uncharged under SU(2)3  U(1)3. Under T-parity,
	1 $ 

y	2
 3 ! ! 3
 4 $ ! 5
UR1 $ UR2
uR ! uR
dR ! dR
F1 $ 
F2:
(2.4.2)
31The Yukawa couplings allowed by gauge symmetries and T-parity are:
LYuk = 1 [	1K1 3 + 	2K2 3] + 2
h
	
y
1K2 
y
4 + 	
y
2K1 
y
5
i
+ 3 [	1F1UR1 + 	2F2UR2] + h:c::
(2.4.3)
The invariance under T-parity can be easily shown using 
y
 = 1 and !y! = 1.
This form of the Yukawas, together with the requirement of the correct hy-
percharges for the SM ﬁelds, unambiguously ﬁxes the U(1)3 charges for all
fermions. The gauge quantum numbers of the fermions are summarized in Ta-
ble 2.2.
The fundamental scalars get vevs consistent with T-parity:
hF1i = hF2i = (0;0;fF;0;0)
T ; (2.4.4)
where fF  TeV. These vevs break Y1 and Y2 seperately, but leave Y1 + Y2 + Y3
unbroken, so that no gauge symmetries not already broken by S and K vevs are
broken.
For each SM doublet, our model contains ﬁve massive Dirac fermions at
the TeV scale, three T-odd and the other two T-even. Their masses are m1  =
p
21fK, m2 = 2fK and m3 = 3fF, where the signs denote the T-parity of
each state. There is one massless T-even doublet,  SM = 1 p
2( 1    2), which is
identiﬁed with the SM quark or lepton doublet. In the next subsection, we will
explain how the SM Yukawa couplings can be generated in this model.
Note that the T-odd fermion masses are bounded from above by constraints on four-fermion
operators [30], and cannot be much heavier than a TeV.
322.4.2 The Yukawa couplings
We will start with the top Yukawa. Due to the large value of this coupling in
the SM, naturalness requires it to be implemented in a way that only breaks the
global symmetries of the LHT collectively. It is straightforward to incorporate
the top Yukawas of the LHT model in our linear model. For the third generation
quarks, we use the set of ﬁelds listed in Table 2.2. In addition to the terms
in (2.4.3), we include the following operators:y
Lt = 1
1
M
h

ijk
xy	1iS
y
jxS
y
ky + i0j0x0y0z0	
x0
2 S
y0i0
S
z0j0i
uR + h:c: (2.4.5)
where we restrict the summation to i;j;k 2 f1;2;3g, x;y 2 f4;5g and i0;j0 2
f1;2g, x0;y0;z0 2 f3;4;5g and M is the mass scale suppressing this dimension-5
operator. Note that eq. (2.4.5) is T-parity invariant, although this is not immedi-
ately manifest; taking the T-parity transformation of the ﬁrst term yields

ijk
xy	1iS
y
jxS
y
ky ! 
ijk
xy(

y	2)i(

yS

)jx(

yS

)ky
=
h

ijk45

y
ix0

y
jy0

y
kz0

y
41

y
52
i

123xy


41


52


33


i0x


j0y

	
x0
2 S
y0i0
S
z0j0
=

x0y0z0 det

y
[i0j0 det

]	
x0
2 S
y0i0
S
z0j0
;
(2.4.6)
which together with det
 = 1 gives exactly the second term in eq. (2.4.5). The
expansion to summing over 1 to 5 (and then restricting again to partial sum-
mation as in eq. (2.4.5)) in this derivation is possible due to the special struc-
ture of 
. After the S ﬁeld gets a vev and the radial modes are integrated out,
eq. (2.4.5) reduces to the top Yukawa term of the usual nlm LHT model (see
e.g. [29,30,33]). These Yukawa couplings incorporate the collecitve symmetry
breakingmechanism, whichprotectstheHiggsmassfromlargerenormalization
by top loops.
yBy convention fundamental SU(5) indices are upper, antifundamental are lower. SU(2)
indices are raised and lowered with ab and ab as usual.
33We now want to obtain the operators in eq. (2.4.5) from an SU(5)-invariant,
renormalizable Lagrangian. To restore SU(5) invariance, let us introduce two
scalar ﬁelds,
A1 2 10; A2 2 10; (2.4.7)
with T-parity action
A1 $ 

yA2

: (2.4.8)
These ﬁelds get vevs
hA1i = fA
0
B B B B
@
0
0
"
1
C C C C
A
; hA2i = fA
0
B B B B
@
"
0
0
1
C C C C
A
; where " =
0
B
@
0 1
 1 0
1
C
A:
(2.4.9)
These vevs do not break T-parity or the gauged SU(2)s, but break the Y1 and
Y2 gauged generators. So, the A’s need to be charged under U(1)3 with charges
chosen such that the broken linear combinations are orthogonal to the one iden-
tiﬁed with hypercharge, Y1 + Y2 + Y3. This requires Q3(A1) = Q3(A2) =  1. In
addition to their role in the top sector, the antisymmetric ﬁelds also help resolve
the problem with the correct value of the Weinberg angle mentioned earlier. For
a disussion of this issue, see section 2.7.
Eq. (2.4.5) can now be thought of as the low-energy limit of the following
(SU(5)-invariant, but still non-renormalizable) Lagrangian:
Lt /
h

abcde	1aS
y
bxS
y
cy(A1)de(A

1)
xy + abcde	
a
2S
bxS
cy(A2)
de(A

2)xy
i
uR + h:c:;
(2.4.10)
where the summations are no longer restricted and run from 1 to 5.
One possible way to obtain a renormalizable model is to introduce four
scalar ﬁelds, ;0;, and 0. These are uncharged under SU(2)3  U(1)3, and
34transform under SU(5) as follows:
 2 ; 
0 2 ; ;
0 2 Adj: (2.4.11)
T-parity acts in by-now familiar way:
 $ 

0 ;  $ 

y
0
: (2.4.12)
The renormalizable Lagrangian is then given by
Lt / 	1a
auR + 
abcde
y
aS
y
bx
x
c(A1)de + m0(
y)
c
xS
y
cy(A

1)
xy
+ 	
a
2
0
auR + abcde
0yaS
bx(
0y)
c
x(A2)
de + m0
0x
cS
cy(A

2)xy + h:c:
(2.4.13)
plus mass terms for the scalars. Assuming that the scalars are heavier than f,
integrating them out reproduces eq. (2.4.10).
With the above quantum numbers there is no Yukawa coupling possible for
the leptons and the down quarks, which resembles the top Yukawa in eq. (2.4.5).
However, it is possible to write down a dimension-6 operator to generate these
Yukawa couplings. For the down quarks, this operator has the form
Ld 

M2
d

ijkxy	
x
2K
ia
1 K
j
1aS
ky + 
i0j0

x0y0z0
	1i0K
a
2x0K2y0aS
y
z0j0

dR + h:c:; (2.4.14)
where the summation is restricted to i;j;k 2 f1;2;3g, x;y 2 f4;5g and i0;j0 2
f1;2g, x0;y0;z0 2 f3;4;5g, and Md is the mass scale at which this operator is
generated. The lepton Yukawas are of the same form. In complete analogy
to the top sector, the desired operators can be obtained from a renormalizable
and SU(5) invariant lagrangian by introducing new heavy states (scalars or
fermions) and integrating them out.
352.4.3 A non SU(5) invariant theory
One might wonder if the rich structure of the model we built is just due to
the requirement of SU(5) gauge invariance at high energies. If one is willing
to assume that the SU(5) global symmetry accidentally emerges at the 10 TeV
scale, a model with ungauged SU(5) can be considered. Could this dramatically
simplify the particle content needed to reproduce the LHT? A detailed look at
the previous section reveals that only very few states could actually be omitted
in such a non-SU(5) invariant model:
 We could use incomplete SU(5) representations in (2.4.1) and omit the
states 1;2.
 We would not need the scalars F1;2 to give mass to the UL1;2 states.
 We would not need the scalars A1;2, whose role is to make the cou-
pling (2.4.5) SU(5) invariant.
 FewermassivescalarswouldbenecessarytoobtainthetopYukawas(2.4.5)
from a renormalizable theory.
In total one would end up with a slightly smaller particle content, but overall
the model would not simplify signiﬁcantly.
2.5 Anomaly Cancellation
While the model presented above suffers from gauge anomalies, in this section
we will present a simple extension of the model which is anomaly free. Further-
36more, we will show that T-parity is an anomaly free symmetry of the quantum
theory.
2.5.1 Gauge anomalies
First, we examine the gauge anomalies of the model. The chiral fermion con-
tent of a single generation is summarized in Table 2.2, where Y = 1=6 for
quarks and Y =  1=2 for leptons. Note that the SU(5) group is vectorlike,
while SU(2) representations are real, so all anomalies involving only these two
groups vanish. However, anomalies involving U(1)3 are not canceled with this
fermion content. The simplest way to achieve anomaly cancelation is to extend
the model in such a way that it contains a sector which is vectorlike under the
full SU(5)  SU(2)3  U(1)3 gauge group, plus a sector which is chiral under
SU(2)3U(1)3, but with charges identical to one generation of the SM fermions.
This guarantees anomaly cancelation as in the SM. Since at low energies the
matter content of our model coincides with the SM, this is in fact possible. In
order to achieve this, we need to introduce mirror partners for all ﬁelds that
don’t already have SM quantum numbers. In particular for the quark sector we
introduce the mirror partners Q0
1, Q0
2, q0
4, q0
5, U0
R1, U0
R2 and two ﬁelds q0
3, q00
3. The
two q3 partners are necessary in order to exactly reproduce the chiral SM mat-
ter content under SU(2)2  U(1)3, guaranteeing complete anomaly cancelation.
The total anomaly-free fermion content in the quark sector is summarized in
Table 2.3 in the columns (a) and (b).
The additional states acquire TeV-scale masses through a Lagrangian of the
37Table 2.3: The complete fermion sector (single generation) and the gauge
charge assignments for the anomaly-free version of the model.
a) SU(5) SU(2)3 U(1)3
Q1  1 +2=3
Q2 1 +2=3
q3 1  1=6
q4 1  7=6
q5 1  7=6
UR1 1 1  2=3
UR2 1 1  2=3
uR 1 1  2=3
dR 1 1 +1=3
b) SU(5) SU(2)3 U(1)3
Q0
1  1  2=3
Q0
2 1  2=3
q0
3;q00
3 1 +1=6
q0
4 1 +7=6
q0
5 1 +7=6
U0
R1 1 1 +2=3
U0
R2 1 1 +2=3
c) SU(5) SU(2)3 U(1)3
L1  1 0
L2 1 0
`3 1 +1=2
`4 1  1=2
`5 1  1=2
ER1 1 1 0
ER2 1 1 0
eR 1 1 +1
(R 1 1 0 )
form
L / Q
0
1K

2q
0
3 + Q
0
2K

1q
00
3 + Q
0
1
yK

1q
0
4
y + Q
0
2
yK

2q
0
5
y + Q
0
1F1U
0
R1 + Q
0
2F2U
0
R2 : (2.5.1)
Note that this is almost the same as eq. (2.4.3), except that the presence of the
two different ﬁelds q0
3 and q00
3 guarantees that there is no light mode.
For the lepton sector with Y =  1=2 in Table 2.2 we automatically have a
charge assignment that produces the SM chiral matter content under SU(2)3 
U(1)3, so no additional mirror ﬁelds are needed. The matter content in the lep-
ton sector is summarized in Table 2.3 (c).
38Table 2.4: The chiral matter content for one generation of the anomaly-free
version of the model.
SU(5) SU(3)c SU(2)3 U(1)3
q00
3 1 +1=6
uR 1  1  2=3
dR 1  1 +1=3
`5 1 1  1=2
eR 1 1 1 +1
The chiral matter content of one generation of the model is summarized in
Table 2.4. Here SU(3)c denotes the color gauge group. As anticipated above,
the quantum numbers of these fermions under SU(3)c  SU(2)3  U(1)3 are
exactlythesamequantumnumbersasfortheusualSMfermionsunderSU(3)c
SU(2)L  U(1)Y. Hence all gauge and gravitational anomalies cancel.
The above construction should be viewed as a proof of principle, showing
that it is possible to add a set of spectator fermions to our model to cancel all
gauge and gravitational anomalies, and to give them large masses in a way
consistent with the symmetries. The particular set of spectators chosen here is
rather large, but has the advantage that the anomalies cancel in exactly the same
way as in the SM. Its disadvantage is that the QCD -function will become very
large and the theory would rapidly develop a Landau pole. The exact location
of the pole depends on the values chosen for the Yukawa couplings and vevs
in eqs. (2.5.1) and (2.4.3). In the supersymmetric version of this model, which
we will describe in section 2.6.1, this implies that once the Landau pole is hit
an appropriate Seiberg duality [53] has to be performed and the theory will be
a cascading gauge theory as in [54]. It would be interesting to see if a more
minimal anomaly-free matter content can be found.
392.5.2 T-parity anomalies
Whenever physical Goldstone bosons appear in a theory, one has to check
whether the global symmetries whose spontaneous breaking produces the
Goldstones are anomalous. The presence of such anomalies would produce
new couplings for the Goldstones, of the general form
1
f

a@J
a : (2.5.2)
If the global current Ja is anomalous with respect to a gauge symmetry, then
@J
a =
Ag2
162TrF ~ F ; (2.5.3)
where F is the gauge ﬁeld, and the anomaly coefﬁcient A can be calculated from
the triangle diagrams involving fermion loops. In the low energy effective the-
ory after the fermions are integrated out, a term involving the light gauge ﬁelds
and the Goldstones has to be present, whose variation reproduces the anoma-
lies of the global current. This is the Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) term [55,56],
whose coefﬁcient can be found by matching to the triangle diagrams in the high
energy theory. This WZW term may break discrete symmetries of the Goldstone
sector. The canonical example is the a !  a symmetry of the pseudoscalar
octet of QCD. The effect of the SU(2)2
A U(1)em anomaly in the quark picture
will imply the presence of the 0F ~ F coupling in the effective low-energy the-
ory, which breaks the  !   reﬂection symmetry. Using similar arguments
Hill and Hill [19] argued that T-parity will also be broken in a similar way
in little Higgs models. They have discussed several examples based both on
more complicated versions of the SU(3)  SU(3) ! SU(3)D breaking pattern,
as well as the SU(5) ! SO(5) and other little Higgs-type models, and have
calculated the form of the Wess-Zumino-Witten terms in a variety of examples.
40However, whether these T-parity breaking terms are ultimately present in the
low-energy effective theory or not depends on the UV completion of the theory.
If the global symmetries (and T-parity itself) are not anomalous, then the coef-
ﬁcient of the Wess-Zumino term vanishes, and T-parity remains a good sym-
metry at the quantum level. Therefore, in a complete model with T-parity one
has to show that T-parity is not broken by any of the global anomalies present
in the theory. While in an effective low-energy theory one may only speculate
whether such anomalies are present or not, our UV completion allows us to ad-
dress this issue straightforwardly. Since the SU(5) global symmetry responsible
for producing the Goldstones is also gauged, it has to be anomaly free. Indeed
we have shown above that it is possible to choose the matter content such that
all anomalies involving SU(5) will disappear. Therefore there can be no Wess-
Zumino-Witten term from SU(5) anomalies present in this theory that would
give rise to T-parity violation.
A ﬁnal worry might be that the T-parity itself as a discrete symmetry might
be anomalous. However, as we have seen before, T-parity is a combination of
an SU(5)SU(2)3 gauge transformation element with a discrete exchange sym-
metry. We have seen that the gauge transformations are anomaly free, but what
about the exchange symmetry (which is a symmetry similar to charge conjuga-
tion)? Could that possibly be anomalous? The answer is clearly negative. The
exchange symmetry in the path integral language merely corresponds to a rela-
beling of the integration variables. The integration measure is invariant under
this relabeling. So, if the Lagrangian is invariant under the exchange symmetry,
then the whole path integral is invariant. Therefore we do not expect T-parity
violating anomalous terms to show up anywhere in the model.
412.6 Solutions to the Large Hierarchy Problem
We constructed a weakly coupled, four-dimensional UV completion of the LHT
model, with T-parity exact at the quantum level. However, the model assumes
a large hierarchy between the scale of scalar vevs (1 or 10 TeV), and the Planck
scale. This hierarchy needs to be stabilized. In this section, we will explore
two possible ways this can be achieved: by embedding the model into a super-
symmetric theory above 10 TeV, and by promoting it to a warped-space ﬁve-
dimensional model with the Planck scale at the infrared (IR) boundary of order
10 TeV.
2.6.1 A supersymmetric version
It is straightforward to supersymmetrize our model by promoting all ﬁelds to
superﬁelds, and assuming that the components that do not appear in our model
receive soft masses at the 10 TeV scale. In addition, one needs to introduce a
superﬁeld  S, which has the same quantum numbers as Sy. This ﬁelds gets inter-
changed with S under T-parity in the familiar way S $ 
 S
T. It ensures that
it is possible to write down a superpotential that allows for the vev in eq. (2.3.3)
and generates the Yukawa couplings (2.4.13). We assume the superpotential of
the form
W = W(1;2) + WYuk(S;  S;K1;K2;:::); (2.6.1)
where W generates SU(5) breaking vevs as in eq. (2.3.7) without breaking
SUSY, and WYuk includes the Yukawa couplings of our model. This superpo-
tential allows for the adjoint vevs in Eq. (2.3.7), with hi = 0. At the same time,
since the Yukawa couplings do not contain the  ﬁelds, it does not lead to direct
42couplings between  and the other ﬁelds in the F-term scalar potential. As a
result, the global SU(5) symmetry below the scale f  10 TeV is preserved at
this level. Note that this structure of the F-term potential is technically natural,
due to the standard non-renormalization theorems of SUSY.
The scalar potential also receives a D-term contribution. Since both  and
the other scalar ﬁelds, including S and  S, are charged under SU(5), the D-term
potential will in general couple them, violating the global SU(5). This can give a
large contribution to the Higgs mass, potentially of order g5f. However, it can
be shown that this effect is suppressed in the limit when the soft masses for the
adjoint ﬁelds are small compared to f, and the Higgs mass can remain at the
weak scale without ﬁne-tuning.
The argument is based on the following observation [57, 58]: In the limit
of unbroken SUSY, the effective theory below the scale f is a supersymmetric
theory with reduced gauge symmetry. This SUSY theory does not contain any
D-termsforS or  S correspondingtothebrokengenerators, anddoesnotcontain
any  ﬁelds as they are either eaten or get masses at the scale f. So, in this limit
we are only left with D-terms for S and  S corresponding to the unbroken sub-
group. These terms do not generate a tree-level S or  S mass, and moreover they
break the SU(5) in exactly the same pattern as the unbroken gauge symmetries
themselves. In particular, the Higgs (contained in S and  S) would still remain
a Goldstone if only one of the two SU(2) subgroups was gauged. Thus, in the
unbroken-SUSY limit, the D-terms do not spoil the symmetries responsible for
keeping the Higgs light.
Let us see explicitly how this works. Since for the protection of the higgs
mass only the interactions between S;  S and 1;2 are relevant, we will only focus
43on these ﬁelds on the following discussion. Above f, the D-term potential has
the form
VD =
g2
5
2
X
a
(D
a
 + D
a
S + :::)
2;
with D
a
 =
X
i
Tr
y
i[T
a;i]; D
a
S = 2TrS
yT
aS   2Tr S
yT
aT  S :
(2.6.2)
After the ’s get vevs, this potential includes SU(5) symmetry breaking terms
for S and  S. However, to obtain the correct low-energy potential, we have to
carefully integrate out the heavy “radial” modes of the  ﬁelds. The important
radial modes are R^ a along the generators T ^ a broken by h1;2i. These modes are
the real parts of the superﬁeld containing the Goldstones, and as such they must
be F-ﬂat directions.z But since the Goldstones are eaten by the broken gauge
bosons, the R^ a ﬁelds will get masses from the D-terms, which must be precisely
equal to the gauge boson masses in order to preserve SUSY. Furthermore, they
are the only radial modes that receive a mass from the D-terms. The scalar
potential has the form
VSUSY = F
F +
g2
2
D
aD
a =
1
2
X
^ a
(M^ aR
^ a + ::: + g5D
^ a
S)
2 + :::; (2.6.3)
where ^ a labels the broken generators, M^ a are the gauge boson masses and the
dots denote terms that do not contain either D^ a
S or R^ a. The equations of motion
yield
R
^ a =  
g5D^ a
S
M^ a
; (2.6.4)
which exactly cancels the unwanted D-terms for S and  S corresponding to the
broken generators.
In a realistic model, SUSY must be broken. Consider a situation when the
SUSY-breaking soft masses for the  ﬁelds are lower than the SU(5) breaking
zNon-linearly realized Goldstones are completely F-ﬂat. If realized linearly, however, one
will encounter quartic and higher interactions in the F-term potential.
44scale f. Assume that the soft breaking are of the form
VSUSY   =
1
2
X
^ a
m
2
^ aR
^ a2
+ :::; (2.6.5)
with m^ a  f, and dots denote terms not containing R^ a. The important feature
of these soft terms is that they do not contain a linear term in R^ a, and thus only
affect the SUSY cancellation of the D-terms at subleading order in m^ a=M^ a. The
equations of motion for R^ a now yield
R
^ a =  
g5D^ a
SM^ a
M2
^ a + m2
^ a
+ :::   
g5D^ a
S
M^ a

1 +
m2
^ a
M2
^ a
+ :::

: (2.6.6)
The resulting low-energy potential has the form
Veff 
X
^ a
m2
^ a
M2
^ a
 
g5D
^ a
S
2
+ ::: (2.6.7)
where the dots denote terms of higher order in m^ a=f. This potential gives a
mass to the Goldstones in S and  S (including the SM Higgs) of the order
m
2
h 
m2
^ a
M2
^ a
f
2
S : (2.6.8)
This is phenomenologically acceptable as long as m^ a=M^ a <  0:1. One possibility
is that f  M^ a  10 TeV as previously assumed, but the soft masses for  are
an order of magnitude smaller than the other soft masses in the theory, m^ a  1
TeV. This small mass hierarchy would be radiatively stable. Another possibility
is that m^ a  10 TeV along with the other soft masses, but f  100 TeV. In this
case, all quadratic divergences are still cut off at 10 TeV due to SUSY, but SU(5)-
violating logarithmic corrections are enhanced by running between 10 and 100
TeV scales. This leads to an additional contribution to the Higgs mass of order

g2
162f2
S log 100 TeV
10 TeV , which is of the same order as the top contribution.
The above discussion is completely general and does not depend on any
particular representation of the SU(5) breaking ﬁelds and their vevs, the spe-
ciﬁc form of the superpotential W, or the soft breaking potential VSUSY   . As an
45example consistent with our model, we can use a T-parity invariant superpo-
tential of the form
W = (Tr 11 + Tr 22   60f
2
) + WYuk(S;  S;K1;K2;:::); (2.6.9)
with  a gauge-singlet chiral superﬁeld, and the soft breaking terms
VSUSY   = M
2


Tr 
y
11 + Tr 
y
22

+ M
2
jj
2: (2.6.10)
This potential has an extended SU(5)2 global symmetry, and thus not all Gold-
stone bosons are eaten by the heavy gauge ﬁeld. However, the uneaten Gold-
stones will receive a contribution to their mass of order
f
4 at one loop, which is
of order 1   10 TeV.
2.6.2 A ﬁve-dimensional version
A popular alternative to supersymmetry for solving the weak/Planck hierarchy
problem is the warped-space ﬁve-dimensional (5D) setup pioneered by Randall
and Sundrum [47]. It is straightforward to embed our model into such a setup.x
The ﬁve-dimensional version of the model is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. We as-
sume that the extra dimension has a warped AdS5 gravitational background
given by the metric
ds
2 =

R
z
2  
dx
dx
   dz
2
; (2.6.11)
The extra dimension is an interval bounded at z = R by the “ultraviolet” (UV)
boundary (or brane), and at z = R0 by the “infrared” (IR) brane. The AdS cur-
vature R is assumed to be 1=R  O(MPl), while 1=R0 is of order a few TeV.
xA 5D version of the original Littlest Higgs model was given in [40].
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SU(5)  SU(2)  U(1)
SU(2)3  U(1)3 SO(5)
SU(2)  U(1)
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K2
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z = R  1=MPl z = R0  1=(10 TeV)
Figure 2.2: Geometric setup, gauge symmetries and matter content of the
ﬁve-dimensional model.
The 5D theory should reproduce at  1 TeV the T-odd particle spectrum
necessary for the little Higgs mechanism. The cutoff scale of the 4D little Higgs
theory is usually at around 10 TeV. In the 5D theory this will be identiﬁed with
the scale mKK where the additional KK resonances appear, thus UV completing
the theory above 10 TeV. The cutoff scale of the 5D theory can be estimated via
NDA to be of the order 5D  243=(g2R0 logR0=R), while the scale f is given
by f = 2=(gR0p
logR0=R). In our case we want f  1 TeV, then the cutoff scale
is of order 100 TeV, while the KK mass scale is mKK  2=R0  10 TeV.
The best handle for ﬁnding the right setup is to use the dictionary of the
AdS/CFT correspondence. From that point of view we would be looking for
the dual of a CFT with an SU(5) global symmetry, where the SU(2)2  U(1)2
subgroup is gauged. As we discussed, this symmetry needs to be extended to
SU(5)SU(2)3U(1)3, with [SU(2)U(1)]3 gauged, in order to incorporate T-
47parity in the (chiral) fermion sector. So, the 5D setup we start with is an SU(5)
SU(2)3  U(1)3 bulk gauge group. The action of T-parity on the gauge bosons
is again given by eq. (2.3.10). We assume that the gauge symmetry is broken by
boundary conditions (BC’s) for the gauge ﬁelds, as in [59,60]: on the UV brane,
SU(5)  SU(2)  U(1) ! [SU(2)  U(1)]
3 (UV); (2.6.12)
while on the IR brane
SU(5)  SU(2)  U(1) ! SO(5)  SU(2)  U(1) (IR): (2.6.13)
In the language of the 4D model, this is equivalent to placing the 1;2 ﬁelds on
the UV brane and the S ﬁeld on the IR brane, and integrating out the radial
models of these ﬁelds after they get vevs. (Note that this geometric separation
of  and S automatically guarantees the absence of the direct potential cou-
plings between them, as needed in our model.) These BC’s result in an unbro-
ken [SU(2)  U(1)]2 gauge group at low energies and leave T-parity unbroken.
The gauge ﬁelds in [SU(2)  U(1)]3 which are only broken by BC’s on the IR
brane will get a mass of order f  1 TeV. These ﬁelds correspond to the T-odd
gauge bosons of the LHT model. As discussed above, the full Kaluza-Klein (KK)
tower starts at the somewhat higher scale mKK  10 TeV.
To reduce the group further (down to just the SM) we will assume that the
scalars K1, K2 live on the IR brane, getting vevs of order mKK  10 TeV. Fur-
thermore, to incorporate fermion masses in an SU(5) invariant way, we also add
the scalars A1, A2 on the IR brane,with vevs of order mKK. (We will not need to
introduce the scalars F1;2 to give masses to UL1;2.) Note that mKK  10 TeV is
the natural scale for the vevs on the IR brane. It is an order of magnitude larger
than the vevs for these ﬁelds in the 4D version of the model. However, these
larger vevs do not lead to larger masses for the corresponding massless gauge
48bosons: in fact, their contribution to the masses is at most of order gf  1 TeV.
This can be seen by observing that the limit of very large vevs is equivalent to
breaking gauge symmetries by BC’s on the IR brane, which produce masses of
order gf.
The A5 components of the gauge ﬁelds corresponding to the broken
SU(5)=SO(5) generators develop zero modes. These modes, which are scalars
from the 4D point of view, include the weak doublet identiﬁed with the SM
Higgs. The Higgs mass is protected by the collective symmetry breaking mech-
anism. To see this, consider a variation of the symmetry breaking pattern in
eqs. (2.6.12), (2.6.13), with SU(5) broken down to a single SU(2)  U(1) sub-
group on the UV brane. This theory possesses an SU(3) global symmetry, bro-
ken down to SU(2) by the BC’s on the IR brane. The A5 components identi-
ﬁed with the Higgs are the Goldstone bosons of this global symmetry break-
ing, and as such are exactly massless. Thus, the Higgs can only get a mass if
both SU(2)  U(1) factors in SU(5) are unbroken at the UV brane. That is, zero
modes for at least two different gauge ﬁelds must enter into any diagram con-
tributing to the Higgs mass. Just as in the 4D LHT, this implies cancelation of
the quadratic divergence in the Higgs mass between the SM gauge bosons and
their T-odd counterparts at scale f. The remaining logarithmic divergence is
canceled by the KK states at the scale of order 1=R0  10 TeV, and a ﬁnite Higgs
massisgenerated, asguaranteedbynon-localityand5Dgaugeinvariance. Note
that there may be additional light states among the A5 modes due to the large
vevs of K1;2;A1;2 on the IR brane. However, those would not be protected by the
collective breaking mechanism, but only by the 5D non-locality, so their masses
would be of the order of mKK=4  1 TeV, rather than the 100 GeV range for the
doubly protected physical Higgs.
49It is useful to compare this structure to that of the “minimal” holographic
composite Higgs model of Agashe, Contino and Pomarol [46]. In that model, all
divergences in the Higgs mass are canceled at the same scale, the KK scale 1=R0.
Precision electroweak (PEW) constraints push this scale up to at least 3 TeV, and
some amount of ﬁne-tuning is needed to obtain consistent EWSB. In contrast, in
our theory, the quadratic divergence is canceled at the 1 TeV scale by the Little
Higgs mechanism, without any tension with PEW constraints thanks to T parity.
This allows us to push the KK scale to 10 TeV without ﬁne-tuning. At this scale,
the KK states themselves are completely safe from PEW constraints. Thus, the
tension between ﬁne-tuning and PEW constraints is eliminated. Of course, the
price to pay is a larger symmetry group and matter content.
In principle, the fermion content of the ﬁve-dimensional model could be
simpliﬁed compared to the 4D SU(5)-invariant model, if one were to take ad-
vantage of the symmetry breaking BC’s and simply project out some of the
unwanted zero modes for the fermions (such as, for example, Ui and i com-
ponents of the 	i ﬁelds) instead of introducing new states for them to marry.
However, one needs to be careful with this, if T-parity is to be maintained as an
exact symmetry. 5D theories are automatically anomaly free in the sense that
every bulk fermion is actually a 4D Dirac fermion, and so the theory is always
vectorlike. However, once orbifold projections are introduced, localized anoma-
lies can be generated on the boundaries, which would be locally canceled by an
anomaly ﬂow corresponding to the bulk Chern-Simons (CS) term [61]. These
bulk CS terms would contain the A5 ﬁeld and thus could violate T-parity sim-
ilarly to the WZW operators in the 4D case. In order to avoid such terms, we
need to make sure that there are no localized anomalies in our theory. The most
obvious way of achieving this is by putting a separate bulk fermion ﬁeld for
50every ﬁeld in Table 2.3, with a zero mode forming a complete SU(5) represen-
tation. This would imply that we pick a (+;+) boundary condition for all the
left handed components, and a ( ; ) BC for all the right handed components.
This choice ensures that all localized anomalies cancel in the same way as in
the 4D theory (see section 2.5), and there would be no bulk CS term appearing.
The terms corresponding to the Lagrangian in eqs. (2.4.3) and (2.5.1) can then be
mimicked by brane localized Yukawa terms involving the K1;K2 ﬁelds on the
IR brane, and via UV brane localized mass terms of the form UL1UR1 + UL2UR2
(remember that on the UV brane SU(5) is broken and so these mass terms are
not violating gauge invariance, so we do not need to introduce F1;2). If we were
to try to simplify the spectrum by using ( ;+) type boundary conditions for
some of the fermions (and introducing fewer bulk ﬁelds), we would end up
with a consistent theory, but with a bulk CS-term breaking T-parity.
In order to obtain Yukawa couplings, we need to make sure that the zero
modes for the right-handed quarks also partly live in the right-handed compo-
nent of UL1;2. This can be achieved via the IR brane localized scalars correspond-
ing to , 0, , 0 in eq. (2.4.11). A Lagrangian corresponding to eq. (2.4.13) can
be also added to the IR brane, except for adding mass terms along the pattern of
the hSi instead of the complete S ﬁeld (which is allowed due to the symmetry
breaking BC’s). The effect of those boundary terms will be to partially rotate the
uR zero mode into Q1, and thus generate our effective Yukawa coupling. Note,
that since all global SU(3)1;2 violating effects are non-local (as they need to in-
volve both branes), the radiatively generated Higgs potential will be completely
ﬁnite. We leave the detailed study of the EWSB and the phenomenology of the
holographic T-parity models to future investigations.
512.7 Constraints from the Weinberg Angle, Precision Elec-
troweak Fits, and Dark Matter
The model constructed in sections 2.3 and 2.4 correctly reproduces the parti-
cle content of the SM at low energies. At the TeV scale, the model reproduces
the particle content and couplings of the LHT. This sector eliminates the lit-
tle hierarchy problem, and is consistent with precision electroweak ﬁts as long
as fS  500 GeV, and the T-odd partners of the SM fermion doublets are not
too far above the TeV scale [30]. In addition, our model contains a number of
states at the TeV scale that were not present in the LHT. These states can pro-
duce additional contributions to precision electroweak observables. While a
detailed analysis of the resulting constraints is outside the scope of this section,
we would like to brieﬂy discuss the most salient constraint and show that it can
be satisﬁed.
Most TeV-scale non-LHT states in our model are vectorlike fermions, and
their contributions to PEW observables are small. The dominant new contri-
bution is from the massive T-even gauge bosons. As discussed in section 2.3,
these states can be signiﬁcantly heavier than the T-odd gauge bosons, if the
gauge couplings of the SU(2)3  U(1)3 gauge groups are stronger than that of
the SU(5) group. Since the SM Higgs does not couple to the SU(2)3  U(1)3
gauge bosons, the little hierarchy problem is still solved in this limit, provided
that the T-odd gauge bosons remain sufﬁciently light. However, as mentioned
at the end of section 2.3, the potential problem with this limit is the Weinberg
angle prediction: the SM coupling are related to the SU(5)  SU(2)3  U(1)3
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1
g2 =
2
g2
5
+
1
g2
3
and
1
g
02 =
6
5g2
5
+
1
g
02
3
; (2.7.1)
so that sin2  = 5=8 in the limit g0
3;g3  g5. Is it possible to satisfy precision
electroweak constraints and at the same time reproduce the experimental value
of the Weinberg angle, sin2 exp  0:2315?
The spectrum of the TeV-scale gauge bosons has been discussed in sec-
tion 2.3, see eqs. (2.3.12) and (2.3.13). However, these equations did not take
into account the effect of the additional breaking of the U(1) gauge bosons by
the vevs of A1;2 and F1;2. Including these vevs, the U(1) gauge boson masses are
m
2
Beven =
g02
5 +2g02
3
4 (f
2
K+16f
2
A) and m
2
Bodd =
g02
5
100(10f
2
S+f
2
K+16f
2
A+32f
2
F); (2.7.2)
(where g0
5 =
p
5=3g5),while the SU(2) gauge boson masses are still given by
eq. (2.3.12). It is convenient to rewrite the gauge boson spectrum and the Wein-
berg angle in terms of dimensionless ratios:
sin
2  =

1 +
1
5

6 + 5=r0
2 + 1=r
 1
m2
Weven
m2
Wodd
=
1 + 2r
1 + 2rS
m2
Bodd
m2
Wodd
=
1 + 10rS + 16rA + 32rf
60(1 + 2rS)
m2
Beven
m2
Wodd
=

5
3
+ 2r
0

1 + 16rA
1 + 2rS
;
(2.7.3)
where the ratios are deﬁned as
r = g
2
3=g
2
5; r
0 = g
02
3 =g
2
5; rS = f
2
S=f
2
K; rA = f
2
A=f
2
K; rF = f
2
F=f
2
K: (2.7.4)
Tree-level shifts in precision electroweak observables can be computed in
terms of the T-even gauge boson masses and the coupling constant ratios, r and
53r0. For example, taking the Z mass, the Fermi constant GF and the ﬁne structure
constant  as inputs, the shift in the W boson mass with respect to the reference
value is given by
mW  mW   c
ref
w mZ =
mW
4

c2
w   s2
w

1
r
v2
m2
Weven
+
5
3
1
r0
v2
m2
Beven

; (2.7.5)
where cref
w is the reference value of the cosine of the Weinberg angle, and v  246
GeV is the Higgs vev. The structure of corrections to all observables is the same
as in eq. (2.7.5): the contributions of the heavy SU(2) states are proportional to
r 1m
 2
Weven, while those due to the heavy U(1) states are proportional to r0 1m
 2
Beven.
This is because both the light-heavy gauge boson mixing, and the couplings of
the heavy gauge bosons to light fermions, are inversely proportional to
p
r or
p
r0.
This structure can be exploited to ﬁnd the region of parameter space where
the corrections are suppressed without ﬁne-tuning. To avoid large corrections
to the Higgs mass from the SU(2) sector, the Wodd gauge bosons should be
light, preferably around 1 TeV or below. At the same time, the Weven can be
much heavier, if the parameter r is large. In this regime, the contribution to
precision electroweak observables from the SU(2) sector is suppressed both by
the Weven mass and by its small mixing and couplings to the SM fermions, as
noted above. The PEW constraint on the mass of an extra SU(2) boson with
SM-strength couplings (such as the KK gauge bosons in models with extra di-
mensions) is typically around 3 TeV. Using this value and assuming mWodd = 1
TeV and fS = fK, we estimate that the SU(2) contributions in our model are
sufﬁciently suppressed if r >  2. The r parameter is limited from above by the
requirement that the SU(2)3 not be strongly coupled:
g2
3
4
<  0:3 , r <  5: (2.7.6)
54There is a wide rage of values where the model is perturbative and consistent
with data.
Once r is ﬁxed, the requirement of getting the correct Weinberg angle ﬁxes
r0; the range 2 < r < 5 corresponds to 0:14 <  r0 <  0:16, so that the U(1) mixing
angle is essentially ﬁxed. Thus, the Beven boson cannot be decoupled by assum-
ing large g0
3. Moreover, the couplings of the heavy U(1) gauge boson to the
SM fermions are actually enhanced compared to the SM hypercharge coupling.
However, its mass is essentially a free parameter, and it can be heavy provided
that fA  fS;fK. For example, assuming again mWodd = 1 TeV and fS = fK, the
value of fA = 3fS gives mBeven  10 TeV, which should be completely safe for
precision electroweak ﬁts even with the enhanced coupling. At the same time,
for the same parameters and fF = fS, the T-odd U(1) boson Bodd has a mass
just above 1 TeV, so that the Higgs mass divergence is still canceled at 1 TeV and
there is no ﬁne-tuning. Thus, we estimate that in the region
2 <  r <  5; r
0  0:15; rA >  10; (2.7.7)
and all other dimensionless ratios of order one, our model should be consistent
with precision electroweak data without ﬁne-tuning in the Higgs mass.
An interesting phenomenological feature of the spectrum needed to satisfy
theconstraintsisthattheBodd bosonisnotnecessarilythelightestT-oddparticle
(LTP), in contrast to the situation typical in the original LHT model. Cosmologi-
cal considerations require that the LTP not be strongly interacting or electrically
charged. In our model, the T-odd partner of the SM neutrino can also play the
role of the LTP. The T-odd neutrino LTP has not been considered in the previ-
ous studies of Little Higgs dark matter, which focused on the Bodd as the dark
matter candidate. Our model provides a motivation to analyze this alternative
55possibility.
In addition to the gauge bosons, several new scalar states appear at the TeV
scale in our model. These include pseudo-Goldstone bosons which receive a
mass at the one-loop order, as well as the radial excitations of the ﬁelds S and
K1;2. Several of these states are triplets with respect to the SM weak SU(2). If
allowed by T-parity and hypercharge conservation, gauge interactions will gen-
erate terms of the form hyih, where i are the triplets, in the one-loop Coleman-
Weinberg potential. Such terms do indeed arise for some of the triplets in our
model. Those triplets are forced to acquire vevs, which can give large cor-
rections to precision electroweak observables. For example, this effect played
an important role in constraining the original littlest Higgs model without T-
parity [62]. In our model, the triplet vevs are not directly related to the magni-
tude of the Higgs quartic coupling, as was the case in the LH without T-parity.
We expect that it should be possible to ﬁnd phenomenologically consistent re-
gions of parameter space where the triplet vevs are small.
2.8 Little Higgs Mechanism in the Linear Sigma Model
A key feature of little Higgs models is the protection of the SM Higgs mass from
quadratic divergence at the one-loop level through collective symmetry break-
ing. We argued in sections 2.3 and 2.4 that, since our model below the 10 TeV
scale reproduces the nlm LHT, the same cancelations will occur. While our
model has extra states at the TeV scale, the symmetric scalar ﬁeld S, which con-
tains the SM Higgs, has no direct couplings to those states. (It is uncharged
under the extra gauge group SU(2)3  U(1)3 and has no Yukawa couplings
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Figure 2.3: TheFeynmandiagramscontributingtotheeffectivegaugecou-
plings of the Higgs boson at low energies.
other than the top Yukawa already present in the LHT.) Thus, no new one-loop
quadratic divergences arise. This argument ensures that in our model the little
hierarchy problem is resolved in exactly the same manner as in the LHT. Nev-
ertheless, it is interesting and instructive to see explicitly how the little Higgs
cancelations occur in our weakly-coupled, UV-complete model. We will do so
in this section.
First, let is consider the renormalization of hS mass by gauge boson loops.
We will focus on the SU(2) gauge bosons; the analysis for the U(1) bosons is
essentially identical. In our model, the Higgs coupling to the gauge bosons
includes the terms
L  1
8h
y
ShS
 
g
2
1W
1
1 + g
2
2W
2
2

; (2.8.1)
wheregi denotesthegaugecouplingtotheSU(2)i subgroupofSU(5)(whichare
the same in our model, but potentially different in the original Littlest Higgs).
These terms arise from the covariant derivative in eq. (2.3.4) and are required
by gauge invariance. These couplings produce a quadratic divergence in the
Higgs mass via the “bow-tie” diagrams in Fig. 2.3 (a). Recall that in the Lit-
57tlest Higgs model, the structure of the four-point Higgs-gauge boson coupling
is different [63]:
LLHT  1
4g1g2W1W2(h
yh); (2.8.2)
which does not lead to a quadratic divergence at one loop. Since our model
must reduce to the LHT below the 10 TeV scale, there seems to be a contradic-
tion.
This issue is resolved when the full set of diagrams contributing to the Higgs
mass at one-loop in our linearlized model is included. Speciﬁcally, the relevant
diagrams are the ones involving two radial (heavy) modes of S, coupling to the
Higgs and the gauge bosons. These diagrams are shown in Fig. 2.3 (b). Let us
assume that a potential for S has the form
V =  M
2Tr SS
y + 1(Tr SS
y)
2 + 2Tr SS
ySS
y; (2.8.3)
where M2 = 2(51 + 2)f2
S. This potential produces the desired pattern of sym-
metry breaking at scale fS. It leads to the following pieces in the Lagrangian
containing the heavy radial modes R1 and R2 (amongst others):
L    1
2M
2
R1R
2
1   1
2M
2
R2R
2
2 + 1 p
5fS
 
3
2M
2
R1R1 + 2M
2
R1R2

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y
ShS
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fS
4
p
5
(R1   2R2)
 
g
2
1W
2
1 + g
2
2W
2
2   2g1g2W1W2

;
(2.8.4)
where the radial modes have masses M2
R1 = 322f2
S and M2
R2 = 32(51 + 2)f2
S.
Note that the couplings of the radial modes to h
y
ShS are proportional to their
masses. The effective Lagrangian below the scale fS is obtained by integrating
out the radial modes R1;2 in eq. (2.8.4). The resulting Lagrangian contains terms
that exactly cancel the gauge-Higgs four-point couplings in eq. (2.8.1). The re-
maining coupling has the form
Leff  1
4g1g2W1W2(h
y
ShS); (2.8.5)
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Figure 2.4: The Feynman diagrams contributing to the effective top cou-
plings of the Higgs boson at low energies.
which exactly matches the non-linear Littlest Higgs Lagrangian and does not
lead to quadratic divergences at one loop. Note that this result is independent
of the couplings 1;2, as expected from the Coleman-Wess-Zumino theorem.
In a completely analogous way, one can show that the diagrams for cancel-
ing the top loop divergence are generated by integrating out R1, R2 properly.
These diagrams are shown in Fig. 2.4. Especially, we also recover the sum rule
from [64] for the Yukawa coupling of the top quark with itself t and with its
heavy partner T
MT
fS
=
2
t + 2
T
T
; (2.8.6)
which ensures that the one-loop quadratic divergence due to the top quark can-
cel.
2.9 Conclusions and Outlook
In this chapter, we constructed a weakly coupled, renormalizable theory which
reproduces the structure of the LHT model below the 10 TeV scale. This struc-
ture includes collective symmetry breaking mechanism to protect the Higgs
mass from one-loop quadratic divergences, resolving the little hierarchy prob-
59lem. The model is manifestly free of anomalies, and T-parity is an exact symme-
try of the quantum theory. This leads to an exactly stable lightest T-odd particle,
which can be either the T-odd hypercharge gauge boson or the partner of the
neutrino. This particle can play the role of dark matter, and provide a missing
energy signature at colliders. In addition, our model contains a few T-even extra
states at the TeV scale, which can however be made sufﬁciently heavy to avoid
conﬂict with precision electroweak data, without any ﬁne tuning. Above the
10 TeV scale, our model can be embedded into either a supersymmetric theory
or a ﬁve-dimensional setup with warped geometry, stabilyzing the large hier-
archy between 10 TeV and the Planck scale. A remaining concern regarding
the fully anomaly free matter content is that due to the large numbers of states
required for anomaly cancelation a Landau pole in the QCD gauge coupling
would rapidly develop. It would be very interesting to ﬁnd a smaller anomaly
canceling matter content that can avoid this issue.
In a weakly coupled UV completion of the LHT, a number of issues can be
addressed which could not be analyzed in the original effective theory. One
issue is gauge coupling uniﬁcation, since in our model renormalization group
evolution of all couplings is calculable within perturbation theory above 10 TeV.
Unfortunately, in the explicit anomaly-free models constructed here, the range
of validity of perturbation theory is limited by the rapid increase in the gauge
couplings above 10 TeV. In these models, no gauge coupling uniﬁcation occurs
within the perturbative regime. If consistent UV completions with smaller mat-
ter content are found, the issue of gauge uniﬁcation should be reexamined.
Another important issue is ﬂavor physics, in particular ﬂavor-changing neu-
tral currents (FCNCs). There are two sources of FCNCs in the LHT model.
60The ﬁrst one is the effects generated by loops of heavy T-odd quarks and lep-
tons, calculable within the effective theory. These effects have been considered
in [65–68]. The second class are the effects generated at or above the cutoff scale
of the effective theory. These effects should be represented by local operators
in the effective theory, with coefﬁcients obtained by matching to the UV com-
pletion at the cutoff scale. If the UV completion does not contain any ﬂavor
structure, one expects such operators to appear suppressed by powers of the
cutoff scale, with order-one coefﬁcients. In the LHT, the cutoff scale is 10 TeV, so
several of these operators would strongly violate experimental bounds on the
FCNCs. This indicates that additional ﬂavor structure (e.g. ﬂavor symmetries)
is a necessary part of the UV completion of the LHT. It would be interesting to
extend out model to obtain realistic ﬂavor physics.
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TESTING GLUINO SPIN WITH THREE-BODY DECAYS
3.1 Motivation
If new particles are found at the LHC, one problem that arises is that their mass
spectrum will not be completely known. This will not be enough to identify
the underlying physics. For example, it has been shown that extra dimensional
models (UED) can mimic the spectrum of supersymmetric (SUSY) theories. To
distinguish between these models it will be thus necessary to measure their spin
as well.
In this chapter we investigate the possibility of determining the spin of new
particles from their decay products. In particular, we look at the case where
the new particle can only decay via a 3-body decay to two jets and a massive
invisible daughter, which escapes detection [23].
3.2 Introduction
Very soon, experiments at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will begin direct ex-
ploration of physics at the TeV scale. Strong theoretical arguments suggest that
this physics will include new particles and forces not present in the Standard
Model (SM). Several theoretically motivated extensions of the Standard Model
at the TeV scale have been proposed. After new physics discovery at the LHC,
the main task of the experiments will be to determine which of the proposed
models, if any, is correct.
62Unfortunately, there exists a broad and well-motivated class of SM exten-
sions for which this task would be highly non-trivial. In these models, the new
TeV-scale particles carry a new conserved quantum number, not carried by the
SM states. The lightest of the new particles is therefore stable. Furthermore, the
stable particle interacts weakly, providing a very attractive “weakly interact-
ing massive particle” (WIMP) candidate for dark matter with relic abundance
naturally in the observed range. Models of this class include the minimal su-
persymmetric standard model (MSSM) and a variety of other supersymmetric
models with conserved R parity, Little Higgs models with T parity (LHT), and
models with universal extra dimensions (UED) with Kaluza-Klein (KK) parity.
Allthesemodelshaveacommonsignatureatahadroncollider: pair-production
of new states is followed by their prompt decay into visible SM states and the
lightest new particle, which escapes the detector without interactions leading to
a “missing transverse energy” signature. If this universal signature is observed
at the LHC, how does one determine which of these models is realized?
One crucial difference between the MSSM and models such as LHT or UED
is the correlation between spins of the new particles and their gauge charges. In
all these models, all (or many of) the new states at the TeV scale can be paired up
with the known SM particles, with particles in the same pair carrying identical
gauge charges. However, while in the LHT and UED models the two members
of the pair have the same spin, in the MSSM and other supersymmetric models
their spins differby 1/2. Thus, measuring the spin ofthe observed new particles
provides a way to discriminate among models.
Experimental determination of the spin of a heavy unstable particle with
one or more invisible daughter(s) in hadron collider environment is a difﬁcult
63task. One possibile approach, which recently received considerable attention
in the literature [69–75], is to use angular correlations between the observable
particles emitted in subsequent steps of a cascade decay, which are sensitive to
intermediate particle spins. This strategy is promising, but its success depends
on the availability of long cascade decay chains, which may or may not occur
depending on the details of the new physics spectrum. It is worth thinking
about other possible strategies for spin determination.
In this chapter, we explore the possibility of using 3-body decays of heavy
new particles to determine their spin. The most interesting example is the 3-
body decay of the MSSM gluino into a quark-antiquark pair and a weak gaug-
ino,
~ g ! q +  q + : (3.2.1)
In a large part of the MSSM parameter space, this decay has a large branch-
ing ratio: this occurs whenever all squarks are heavier than the gluino. Under
the same condition, gluino pair-production dominates the SUSY signal at the
LHC. The main competing gluino decay channel in this parameter region is a
two-body decay ~ g ! g, which ﬁrst arises at one-loop level and generically
has a partial width comparable to the tree-level decay (3.2.1). The gluino de-
cay patterns in this parameter region have been analyzed in detail in Ref. [76].
We will argue that the invariant mass distribution of the jets produced in re-
action (3.2.1) contains non-trivial information about the gluino spin, and can
be used to distinguish this process from, for example, its UED counterpart,
g1 ! q +  q + B1=W 1.
It is important to note that the jet invariant mass distribution we study de-
pends not just on the spin of the decaying particle, but also on the helicity struc-
64ture of the couplings which appear in the decay (3.2.1), as well as on the masses
of the decaying particle, the invisible daughter, and the off-shell particles me-
diating the decay. If all these parameters were measured independently, the jet
invariant mass distribution would unambiguously determine the spin. How-
ever, independent determination of many of the relevant parameters will be
very difﬁcult or impossible at the LHC. In this situation, proving the spin-1/2
nature of the decaying particle requires demonstrating that the experimentally
observedcurvecannotbeﬁttedwithanyofthecurvespredictedbymodelswith
other spin assignments, independently of the values of the unknown parame-
ters. This considerably complicates our task. Still, interesting information can
be extraced. For example, we will show that, even if complete ignorance of the
decaying and intermediate particle masses is assumed, the jet invariant mass
distribution allows one to distinguish between the decay (3.2.1) in the MSSM
and its UED counterpart (assuming the couplings speciﬁed by each model) at
the LHC.
This chapter is organized as follows. After setting up our notation and re-
viewingthebasicsofthree-bodykinematicsinSection2, wepresentasimpletoy
model showing how dijet invariant mass distributions from three-body decays
can be used to probe the nature of the decaying particle and its couplings in Sec-
tion3. Section4discussesusingthisobservableforMSSM/UEDdiscrimination,
and contains the main results of the chapter. Section 5 contains the conclusions.
Appendix A contains the polarization analysis of the decay g1 ! q+  q+B1=W 1
in UED, which sheds some light on the main features of the dijet invariant mass
distribution in this case. Appendix B contains a brief review of the Kullback-
Leibler distance, a statistical measure used in our analysis.
653.3 The Setup and Kinematics
We are interested in three-body decays of the type
A ! q +  q + B; (3.3.1)
where A and B are TeV-scale particles. The main focus of this chapter will be
on the case when A is the gluino of the MSSM or the KK gluon of the UED
model, and B is a neutalino or chargino of the MSSM or a KK electroweak gauge
bosonoftheUED;howeverthediscussioninthissectionappliesmoregenerally.
We assume that q and  q are massless, and denote their four-momenta by p1
and p2 respectively. To describe the kinematics in Lorentz-invariant terms, we
introduce the “Mandelstam variables”,
m
2
12  s = (p1 + p2)
2 = (pA   pB)
2 ;
m
2
1B  u = (p1 + pB)
2 = (pA   p2)
2 ;
m
2
2B  t = (p2 + pB)
2 = (pA   p1)
2 ; (3.3.2)
of which only two are independent since
s + t + u = m
2
A + m
2
B: (3.3.3)
The allowed ranges for the Mandelstam variables are determined by energy and
momentum conservation; in particular,
0  s  s
max  (mA   mB)
2: (3.3.4)
We will assume that pB cannot be reconstructed, either because B is unobserv-
able or is unstable with all decays containing unobservable daughters. More-
over, since the parton center-of-mass frame is unknown, no information is avail-
able about the motion of particle A in the lab frame. Due to these limitations, the
66analysis should use observables that can be reconstructed purely by measuring
the jet four-momenta, and are independent of the velocity of A in the lab frame.
The only such observable is s, and the object of interest to us is the distribution
d =ds. This is given by
d 
ds
=
1
643
s
m2
A
Z EB+pB
EB pB
dy
(mA   y)2
 jMj2 ; (3.3.5)
where
EB =
m2
A + m2
B   s
2mA
;
pB =
q
E2
B   m2
B ; (3.3.6)
and M is the invariant matrix element for the decay (3.3.1), with the bar denot-
ing the usual summation over the ﬁnal state spins and other quantum numbers
and averaging over the polarization and other quantum numbers of A. This
procedure should take into account the polarization of A, if it is produced in
a polarized state. In the examples of this chapter, production is dominated by
strong interactions and A will always be produced unpolarized. For a more
detailed discussion of polarized decays see Appendix A.1.
The quantity  jMj2 can be expressed in terms of the variables (3.3.2); substi-
tutions
t ! m
2
A  
smA
mA   y
; u !
sy
mA   y
+ m
2
B (3.3.7)
should be made in  jMj2 before performing the integral in Eq. (3.3.5). Notice that
Eq. (3.3.5) is valid in the rest frame of the particle A; however, since s is Lorentz-
invariant, its Lorentz transformation is a trivial overall rescaling by time dila-
tion, and the shape of the distribution is unaffected. The strategy we will pursue
is to use this shape to extract information about the decay matrix element M,
which is in turn determined by the spins and couplings of the particles A and
B.
67s = m2
12
d 
ds
Figure 3.1: Dijet invariant mass distribution for the toy model 1
(blue/dashed) and model 2 (red/dot-dashed) compared to
phase space (black/solid) for M=mA = 1:5 and mB=mA = 0:1.
To separate the effects of non-trivial structure of the decay matrix element
fromthoseduemerelytokinematics, itwillbeusefultocomparethedijetinvari-
ant mass distributions predicted by various theories to the “pure phase space”
distribution, obtained by setting the matrix element to a constant value. From
Eq. (3.3.5), the phase space distribution is given by
d 
ds
=
1
323
jpBj
mA
/
q
(s   m2
A   m2
B)2   4m2
Am2
B: (3.3.8)
This distribution is shown by a solid black line in Fig. 3.1. Notice that the phase
space distribution has an endpoint at s = smax, with the asymptotic behavior
given by
d 
ds
 (s   s
max)
1=2 (3.3.9)
as the endpoint is approached.
683.4 Chiral Structure in Three-Body Decays: a Toy Model
To illustrate how the chiral structure of the couplings involved in the de-
cay (3.3.1) can be determined from the dijet invariant mass distribution, con-
sider a situation when the particles A and B are real scalars. Introduce a mas-
sive Dirac fermion 	 of mass M > mA, and consider the following two models:
model 1 deﬁned by
L1 = yAA 	PLq + yBB 	PRq + h:c: (3.4.1)
and model 2 deﬁned by
L2 = yAA 	PLq + yBB 	PLq + h:c: (3.4.2)
The matrix element for the decay (3.3.1) in model 1 is given by
X
spin
jM1j
2 = 2y
2
Ay
2
B(M
2
 s)

1
(t   M2
)2 +
1
(u   M2
)2

; (3.4.3)
while in model 2 it is given by
X
spin
jM2j
2 = 2y
2
Ay
2
B
 
(m
2
A + m
2
B)tu   m
2
Am
2
B
 
1
t   M2

+
1
u   M2

2
: (3.4.4)
The dijet invariant mass distributions in the two models are shown by the
blue/dashed line (model 1) and red/dot-dashed line (model 2) in Fig. 3.1. Their
strikingly different shapes are due to the angular momentum conservation law
and to the different helicity structure of the couplings. To understand this, con-
sider this decay in the A rest frame. In this frame, s = 2E1E2(1   cos12): When
s = 0, the quark and the antiquark travel in the same direction, as illustrated
in Fig. 3.2. Since A and B have zero spin, the sum of the quark and antiquark
Since we are concerned with the shapes of the dijet invariant mass distributions in various
models and not their overall normalizations, all distributions appearing on the plots throughout
this chapter are normalized to have the same partial width   =
R s
max
0
d 
ds ds.
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Model 1: same helicities Model 2: opposite helicities
Figure 3.2: Momenta (long arrows) and helicities (short arrows) in the A
rest frame for s = m2
12 = 0 and s = m2
12 = smax in the two toy
models of section 3.
helicities must vanish for this kinematics. In model 1, the quark and the anti-
quark have the same helicity, and the decay is forbidden for s = 0; in model 2,
it is allowed. In contrast, when s = smax, the particle B is at rest, and the quark
and the antiquark travel in the opposite directions. By angular momentum con-
servation, their helicities must be equal. In model 1, this is the case, and the
distribution approaches that of pure phase space in the limit s ! smax. In model
2, this kinematics is forbidden, the matrix element vanishes at the endpoint, and
the distribution behaves as d =ds / (s   smax)3=2.
3.5 Model Discrimination: SUSY Versus UED
In this Section, we will show that measuring the shape of the dijet invariant
mass distribution arising from a three-body decay of a heavy colored particle
mayallowtodeterminewhetherthedecayingparticleisthegluinooftheMSSM
or the KK gluon of the UED model. We will begin by comparing the analytic
predictions for the shapes of the two distributions at leading order. We will then
present a parton-level Monte Carlo study which demonstrates that the discrimi-
nating power of this analysis persists after the main experimental complications
70q  q
~ g ~ 0
~ qL=R
q  q
~ g ~ 0 ~ qL=R
Figure 3.3: The Feynman diagrams for gluino three-body decay in the
MSSM. Note that the crossing of the quarks results in a rela-
tive minus sign.
(such as the combinatioric background, ﬁnite energy resolution of the detector,
and cuts imposed to suppress SM backgrounds) are taken into account.
3.5.1 Gluino decay in the MSSM
We consider the MSSM in the region of the parameter space where all squarks
are heavier than the gluino, forbidding the two-body decays ~ g ! ~ qq. In this
situation, gluino decays through three-body channels. We study the channel
~ g(pA) ! q(p1) +  q(p2) + ~ 
0
1(pB); (3.5.1)
where q and  q are light (1st and 2nd generation) quarks, and ~ 0
1 is the light-
est neutralino which we assume to be the LSP. (Note that many of our results
would continue to hold if ~ 0
1 is replaced with a heavier neutralino or a chargino.
The only extra complication in these cases would be a possible additional con-
tribution to the combinatoric background from the subsequent cascade decay
of these particles.) The leading-order Feynman diagrams for the process (3.5.1)
are shown in Fig. 3.3; the vertices entering these diagrams are well known (see
for example Ref. [77]). The spin-summed and averaged matrix element-squared
has the form (up to an overall normalization constant)
X
spin
jMMSSMj
2 = jCLj
2F(s;t;u;ML) + jCRj
2F(s;t;u;MR); (3.5.2)
71where
F(s;t;u;M) =
(m2
A   t)(t   m2
B)
(t   M2)2 +
(m2
A   u)(u   m2
B)
(u   M2)2 + 2
mAmBs
(u   M2)(t   M2)
:
(3.5.3)
Here mA, mB, ML and MR are the masses of the gluino, the neutralino, the
squarks ~ qL and ~ qR, respectively. In order to keep the analysis general, we will
not assume any relationships (such as mSUGRA contraints) among these pa-
rameters, and will always work in terms of weak-scale masses. We also deﬁne
CL = T
3
q N12   tw(T
3
q   Qq)N11 ;
CR = twQqN11 ; (3.5.4)
where T 3
u = +1=2;T 3
d =  1=2;Qu = +2=3;Qd =  1=3;tw = tanw, and N
is the neutralino mixing matrixy in the basis ( ~ B; ~ W 3; ~ H0
u; ~ H0
d). We have ne-
glected the mixing between the left-handed and right-handed squarks, which
is expected to be small in the MSSM. Large mixing in the stop sector may be
present, and is actually preferred by ﬁne-tuning arguments in the MSSM (see,
e.g., Ref. [78]). However, events with top quarks in the ﬁnal state are character-
ized by more complicated topologies and can be experimentally distinguished
from the events with light quarks that we are focussing on here. Since light up
and down type quarks are experimentally indistinguishable, the dijet invariant
mass distribution d =ds should include both the contributions of up-type and
down-type squarks.
72q  q
G1 B1 Q1
L=R
q  q
G1 B1 Q1
L=R
Figure 3.4: The Feynman diagrams for the KK gluon three-body decay in
UED. Unlike in the MSSM case, there is no relative minus sign,
since what looks like a crossing of the quarks, is actually equiv-
alent to a crossing of the gauge bosons.
3.5.2 Decay of the gluon KK mode in the UED model
The counterpart of the decay (3.5.1) in the universal extra dimensions (UED)
model is the decay
g
1(pA) ! q(p1) +  q(p2) + B
1(pB); (3.5.5)
where g1 and B1 are the ﬁrst-level Kaluza-Klein (KK) excitations of the gluon
and the hypercharge gauge boson, respectively. We ignore the mixing between
B1 and the KK mode of the W 3 ﬁeld, which is small provided that the radius
of the extra dimension is small, R  1=MW, and assume that the B1 is the LTP.
As in the MSSM case, the decay (3.5.5) is expected to have a substantial branch-
ing fraction when all KK quarks Q1
R and Q1
L are heavier than the KK gluon.
Note that in the original UED model [79], the KK modes of all SM states were
predicted to be closely degenerate in mass around M = 1=R; it was however
later understood [80] that kinetic terms localized on the boundaries of the extra
dimension can produce large mass splittings in the KK spectrum. Since such
kinetic terms are consistent with all symmetries of the theory, we will assume
that they are indeed present, and treat the masses of the g1, B1, Q1
R and Q1
L ﬁelds
as free parameters.
yWe assume that N is real. It is always possible to redeﬁne the neutralino ﬁelds to achieve
this. However one should keep in mind that the neutralino eigenmasses may be negative with
this choice.
73The leading-order Feynman diagrams for the decay (3.5.5) are shown in
Fig. 3.4. (We ignored the contribution of the diagrams mediated by Qi
L=R with
i  2, which are suppressed by the larger masses of the higher KK modes.) The
relevant couplings have the form
g3G
1


 q
PRQ
1
R +  q
PLQ
1
L +  Q
1
R
PRq +  Q
1
L
PLq

+
g1B
1


Y (qR)  q
PRQ
1
R + Y (qL)  q
PLQ
1
L + Y (qR)  Q
1
R
PRq + Y (qL)  Q
1
L
PLq

; (3.5.6)
where Y (qL) = 1=6;Y (uR) = +2=3 and Y (dR) =  1=3 are the hypercharges.
The structure of the couplings between the KK gauge bosons and SM (or KK)
quarks are unaffected by brane-localized kinetic terms as long as these terms are
ﬂavor-independent.
The spin-summed and averaged matrix element-squared has the form (up
to an overall normalization constant)
X
spin
jMUEDj
2 = Y
2
L G(s;t;u;ML) + Y
2
R G(s;t;u;MR); (3.5.7)
where ML and MR are the masses of the left- and right-handed quark KK
modes Q1
L and Q1
R, and
G(s;t;u;M) =
h1(s;t;u)
(t   M2)2 +
h1(s;u;t)
(u   M2)2 + 2
h2(s;t;u)
(t   M2)(u   M2)
; (3.5.8)
with
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2
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2
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2
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2
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Figure 3.5: Dijet invariant mass distribution for the UED (blue/dashed)
and the MSSM (red/solid) models, compared to pure phase
space (black/dotted) for ML=mA = MR=mA = 1:5 and
mB=mA = 0:1.
3.5.3 Model Discrimination: a Simpliﬁed Analysis
Armed with the expressions (3.5.2) and (3.5.7), it is straightforward to obtain the
dijet invariant mass distributions for gluino and KK gluon decays and compare
them. For example, the two distributions for a particular choice of parame-
ters, along with the pure phase space distribution, are shown in Fig. 3.5. While
not as strikingly different as the two toy models of Section 3.4, the curves pre-
dicted by the MSSM and the UED are clearly distinct. (The suppression of the
UED distribution compared to phase space around s = 0 and s = smax can
be easily understood using angular momentum conservation, as explained in
Appendix A.1.) In this section, we will perform a simpliﬁed analysis of the dis-
criminating power of these distributions, ignoring experimental complications
such as cuts, ﬁnite energy resolution, combinatoric and SM backgrounds, and
systematic errors. We will return to include some of these complications in the
following section.
The distrubution in each model depends on a number of parameters, includ-
ing the mass of the mother particle mA, the mass of the invisible daughter mB,
75and the masses of intermediate particles: (~ uL; ~ dL; ~ uR; ~ dR) in the MSSM case and
(U1
L;D1
L;U1
R;D1
R) in the UED case. We assume that the partners of the up-type
quarks of the ﬁrst two generations and the down-type quarks for all three gener-
ations are degenerate, and do not include the diagrams with intermediate stops
(or KK tops) since they produce tops in the ﬁnal state. Furthermore, since the
Yukawa couplings for the ﬁrst two generations are small, it is safe to assume
that m(~ uL) = m(~ dL) in the MSSM and m(U1
L) = m(D1
L) in UED. Since an overall
rescaling of all masses does not affect the shape of the distribution, we need four
dimensionless parameters to specify the mass spectrum in each model; we use
the particle masses in units of mA. Experimentally, these four parameters may
be very difﬁcult to obtain independently. A direct measurement of the masses
of squarks/KK quarks may well be impossible, since these particles may be too
heavy to be produced on-shell. Also, while it is easy to measure mA   mB (one
can use the endpoint of the dijet invariant mass distribution or other simple
observables such as the effective mass [81] or its variations [82,83]), it is much
more difﬁcult to measure mA and mB individually [84], which would be re-
quired in order to obtain mB=mA. In this study, we will conservatively assume
no prior knowledge of any of these parameters. (Of course, if some indepen-
dent information about them is available, for example the overall mass scale is
constrained by production cross section considerations, this information can be
folded into our analysis, increasing its discriminating power.) In addition to the
unknown masses, the matrix elements in the MSSM depend on the neutralino
mixing matrix elements, N11 and N12, although only the ratio N11=N12 affects
the shape of the distribution. Again, this parameter is difﬁcult to measure at the
LHC, and we will assume that it is unknown; fortunately, the effect of varying
it is quite small.
76To quantify the discriminating power of the proposed observable, we use
the following procedure. We assume that the experimental data is described by
the MSSM curve with a particular set of parameters. We then ask, how many
events (assuming statistical errors only) would be required to rule out the UED
as an explanation of this distribution? To answer this question, we scan over
50000 points in the UED parameter space:
mB=mA = (0:::0:5); M(Q
1
L)=mA = (1:05:::3:0);
M(D
1
R)=mA = (1:05:::3:0); M(U
1
R)=mA = (1:05:::3:0): (3.5.10)
For each point in the scan, we compute the Kullback-Leibler (KL) distance (see
Appendix A.2) between the UED distribution with the parameters at that point,
and the “experimental” distribution. We then ﬁnd the “best-ﬁt UED” point,
which is the point that gives the smallest KL distance among the scanned sam-
ple. Finally, we compute the number of events required to rule out the best-ﬁt
UED point at a desired conﬁdence level.
The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 3.6. The MSSM parameters
used to generate the “data” are: mB = 0:1mA, m(~ uR) = m(~ dR)  mR;m(~ uL) =
m(~ dL)  mL, N11=N12 = 1: The parameters mL and mR were then scanned be-
tween 1:05mA and 2mA, and for each point in the scan the procedure described
in the previous paragraph was performed. Fig. 3.6 shows the number of events
required to rule out the UED interpretation of the signal at the 99.9% c.l. (In the
language of Appendix A.2, this corresponds to R = 1000.) In a typical point
in the model parameter space, about 6000 events are required. For compari-
son, the pair-production cross section for a 1 TeV gluino at the LHC is about
600 fb, corresponding to 12000 gluinos/year at the initial design luminosity of
10 fb 1/year. The number of events useful for the measurement studied here
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Figure 3.6: Number of events required to distinguish the MSSM and the
UED models based on the invariant mass distributions of jets
from three-body ~ g=G1 decays.
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Figure 3.7: Number of events required to distinguish the MSSM and the
UED models, as a function of mB=mA of the “true” model.
depends on the branching ratio of the decay (3.2.1). Since this branching ratio
is generically of order one, we expect O(103) useful events/year at the initial
stages of the LHC running. Thus, at least under the highly idealized conditions
of this simpliﬁed analysis, this method of model discrimination is quite promis-
ing in a wide range of reasonable model parameters.
We checked that the conclusions of this analysis are approximately indepen-
78dent of the value of N11=N12 used to generate the “data”. They do, however,
depend sensitively on the ratio mB=mA: as mB=mA grows, the MSSM and UED
distributions become more and more alike. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.7, which
shows the number of events needed to rule out the “wrong” model (assumed
to be UED) at the 99.9% c.l., as a function of mB=mA of the “true” model (as-
sumed to be the MSSM with m(~ uR) = m(~ dR) = m(~ uL) = m(~ dL) = 1:5mA and
N11=N12 = 1). The UED scan parameters are the same as in Eq. (3.5.10), except
that we vary mB=mA = (0:::0:9) in this case. It is clear that the discriminating
power of thedijet invariant mass distributionfalls rapidly (approximately expo-
nentially) with growing mB=mA. This can be understood as follows. The main
feature of the invariant mass distributions that allows for model discrimination
is the presence of the sharp dip at s = 0 in the UED case. According to the Gold-
stone boson equivalence theorem, if the daughter particle B in the UED case is
highly boosted, the decays into its longitudinal component will dominate. The
particle B is highly boosted in the vicintiy of s = 0, provided that the mass ra-
tio mB=mA is small; as mB=mA grows, the boost becomes less pronounced and
the decays into the longitudinal component of B are less dominant. This is il-
lustrated in Fig. 3.8, which compares the ratio of partial decay rates into the
longitudinal and transverse modes of B for mB=mA = 0:1 and mB=mA = 0:5.
However, itisexactlythedecaysintothelongitudinalmodeofB thataremainly
responsible for the characteristic dip at s = 0; this feature is far less pronounced
for the decays into transverse modes. This means that as mB=mA is increased,
the dip gradually disappears, and the discriminating power of our observable
fades away.
We have also checked that the results of our analysis are approximately inde-
pendent of which model, MSSM or UED, is assumed to be the “true” one giving
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Figure 3.8: Ratio of the decay distributions of A into the longitudinal
component of B to the decay distributions into the transverse
components of B for mB=mA = 0:1(solid) and mB=mA =
0:5(dashed). For low mB=mA the daughter particle is highly
boosted at s = 0 and will mainly be longitudinally polarized.
As mB increases, the transeverse polarization becomes more
important.
the experimental data. For this one has to assume that the mass spectrum of the
UED model is adjusted to match the MSSM spectrum, which can be achieved
by adding large brane-localized kinetic terms for the gluons and quarks.
3.5.4 Model Discrimination: a Test-Case Monte Carlo Study
Given the large number of simplifying assumptions made in the analysis of
the previous section, a skeptical reader may well wonder how meaningful the
results presented above are. In this section, we will repeat the analysis in a more
realistic setting: effects of experimental cuts and combinatoric background will
be included. We will also bin the distributions, to approximate the effects of
ﬁnitejetenergyresolution. Sincethisanalysisinvolvesgeneratinglargesamples
of Monte Carlo (MC) events for each model, we were not able to perform a scan
over the model parameter space, as we did in the previous section. Instead,
80we will present a test case, comparing the MSSM distribution for a single point
in the MSSM parameter space with the distribution generated by the “best-ﬁt”
UED model for that point.
The chosen MSSM point has the following parameters: mA = 1 TeV, mB =
0:1mA = 100 GeV, M( ~ QL) = M(~ uR) = M(~ dR) = 1:5 TeV. The correspond-
ing “best-ﬁt” UED point, found by the procedure described in the previous
section, has the following parameters: mA = 1:06 TeV, mB = 0:15mA = 160
GeV, M(Q1
L) = M(u1
R) = M(d1
R) = 1:6 TeV. (Note that the value of mA   mB,
which can be determined independently, is the same for these two points.) Us-
ing MadGraph/MadEvent v4.1 [85,86] event generator, we have simulated a
statistically signiﬁcant sample (about 20000) of parton-level Monte Carlo events
for each model in pp collisions at
p
s = 14 TeV. The simulated processes are
pp ! qq q q
0
1
0
1 (3.5.11)
in the MSSM, and its counterpart,
pp ! qq q qB
1B
1; (3.5.12)
in UED. With the chosen model parameters, the dominant contribution to the
processes (3.5.11) and (3.5.12) comes from pair-production of ~ g=G1, followed
by the three-body decay (3.2.1), which is of primary interest to us. In the MC
simulation, we did not demand that the ~ g=G1 be on-shell; the full tree-level
matrix elements for the 2 ! 6 reactions (3.5.11) and (3.5.12) were simulated,
so that the subdominant contributions with off-shell ~ g=G1 are included. We
imposed the following set of cuts on the generated events:
i  4:0; R(i;j)  0:4; pT;i  100 GeV; E =T  100 GeV; (3.5.13)
where i = 1:::4, j = i + 1:::4 label the four (anti)quarks in each event. The
ﬁrst three cuts are standard for all LHC analyses, reﬂecting the ﬁnite detector
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Figure 3.9: Left panel: Dijet invariant mass distributions from the MSSM
reaction pp ! qq q q0
10
1 (green/light-gray), and its UED coun-
terpart pp ! qq q qB1B1 (blue/dark-gray), including realistic
experimental cuts and the combinatoric background (Monte
Carlosimulation). Rightpanel: Theoreticaldijetinvariantmass
distributions from a single gluino/KK gluon decay with the
same model parameters and no experimental cuts.
coverage, separation required to deﬁne jets, and the need to suppress the large
QCD background of soft jets. The E =T cut is common to all searches for models
where new physics events are characterized by large missing transverse energy,
such as the MSSM and UED models under consideration. Detailed studies have
shown that this cut is quite effective in suppressing the SM backgrounds, in-
cluding both the physical background, 4j + Z, Z !  , and a variety of instru-
mental backgrounds (see, for example, the CMS study [87]). While we have not
performed an independent analysis of the SM backgrounds, based on previous
work we expect that, with a sufﬁciently restrictive E =T cut, one will be able to
obtain a large sample of new physics events with no signiﬁcant SM contamina-
tion.
The dijet invariant mass distruibutions obtained from the MSSM and UED
82MC samples are shown in Fig. 3.9. The distributions are normalized to have the
same total number of events, since the overall normalization is subject to large
systematic uncertainties and we do not use any normalization information in
our study. Note that for each MC event, we include all 6 possible jet pairings; 4
out of these correspond to combining jets that do not come from the same decay,
and thus do not follow the theoretical distributions computed above. In Fig. 3.9,
weselectedthejetpairswiths  (mA mB)2. Thisselectioncanbeimplemented
in a realistic experimental situation because mA   mB can be measured inde-
pendently. All pairs with larger values of s arise from the wrong jet pairings.
However, some of the wrong jet pairs do have s in the selected range, forming
a combinatoric background to the distribution we want to study. Nevertheless,
it is clear from Fig. 3.9 that even after realistic cuts (3.5.13) and the combina-
toric background are included, the distributions in the two models retain their
essential shape difference expected from the simpliﬁed theoretical analysis of
the previous section. Assuming that the experimental data is described by the
MSSMhistogramandignoringsystematicuncertainties, weﬁnd(usingthestan-
dard 2 test) that about 750 events would be required to rule out the UED curve
at the 99.9% c.l. Note that this number is smaller than those obtained in the
previous section, indicating that the performed cuts actually enhance the differ-
ence between the MSSM and UED distributions. On the other hand, the actual
discriminating power of the analysis is likely to be somewhat lower than this
estimate, since the systematic uncertainty in the cut efﬁciencies was not taken
into account here.
Our parton-level analysis does not explicitly take into account the smearing
effect due to the ﬁnite jet energy and direction resolution of a real detector. The
hadroniccalorimeterenergyresolutionforajetofenergyEcanbeapproximated
83by
E
E
 0:05 +

1 GeV
E
0:5
; (3.5.14)
and is in the 5 15% range for the jets that pass the cuts (3.5.13). We can crudely
estimate s=s to be of order 2E=E, evaluated at E =
p
s. The fractional un-
certainty of the measurement of s in our analysis is then roughly between 10%
(for points with s  smax) and 30% (for points with low s). The bin size used
in Fig. 3.9 is of the order of this uncertainty for large s, and larger for small s,
so we expect that the smearing introduced by binning in our analysis provides
a reasonable, if crude, description of the expected smearing due to ﬁnite jet en-
ergy resolution. A more detailed investigation of this effect, and other potential
detector effects, would be required to fully understand the applicability of the
proposed method in a realistic experimental situation.
3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have investigated how the dijet invariant mass distribu-
tions from three-body decays of a color-octed TeV-scale new particle, such as
the gluino of the MSSM and the KK gluon of the UED model, can be used to
determine the nature of this particle. The production cross section for the color-
octet state at the LHC is expected to be large, and the branching ratio for the
three-body decays is signiﬁcant whenever all squarks/KK quarks are heavier
than the gluino/KK gluon. If this is the case, the dijet invariant mass distri-
bution can be determined accurately at the LHC. The main complication of the
analysis is that the distributions in the two models we considered depend on a
number of parameters in addition to the spin of the decaying particle. However,
even allowing for complete ignorance of these parameters, we found the dijet
84invariant mass to be a very promising tool for model discrimination.
The simpliﬁed analysis of this chapter did not take into account a number of
potentially important effects. Since the particles involved are colored, the QCD
loop corrections to the decay amplitudes are expected to be signiﬁcant, and may
modify the tree-level distributions we studied. Also, our analysis is performed
at the parton level and does not include detector effects. While we expect that
many systematic effects would cancel out since the analysis relies only on the
shapes of the distributions and is insensitive to the overall normalization, a bet-
ter understanding of the systematics is required. We believe that the promising
conclusions of this preliminary analysis motivate a more detailed study of these
issues.
85CHAPTER 4
ODD DECAYS FROM EVEN ANOMALIES: GAUGE MEDIATION
SIGNATURES WITHOUT SUSY
4.1 Motivation
A popular solution to the hierarchy problem is gauge-mediated SUSY breaking
(GMSB), where the SUSY breaking sector and the MSSM sector decouple in the
limit of vanishing SM gauge couplings. Since the gauge couplings are diagonal
in ﬂavor space, these models do not give new contributions to ﬂavor changing
neutral currents. In these models usually the gravitino is the lightest R-parity
odd particle and a stable dark matter candidate. As a result heavier R-odd par-
ticles will decay to the gravitino through emission of a hard photon. At the LHC
thiswouldyieldaloteventswithmissingenergyand(potentiallynon-pointing)
photons, which is a quite striking signature and was believed to be a “smoking
gun” for GMSB models.
In this chapter we construct an explicit ﬁve dimensional model without
supersymmetry which fakes GMSB, i.e. it produces lot of events with (non-
pointing) photons and missing energy [25].
4.2 Introduction
Anomalies and the interactions they imply proved crucial in identifying the ul-
traviolet physics underlying the chiral Lagrangian, playing an important role in
the formulation of the dynamical SU(3)C theory of quarks and gluons [88–92].
86From the decay rate of 0 ! , for example, one can infer the number of colors
in the UV theory. This is due to the fact that, in the SU(3)C model, anomaly can-
cellation occurs non-trivially with the left and right-handed sectors contribut-
ing in equal but opposite non-zero amounts to the anomaly. In the effective
ﬁeld theory at low energies, this non-trivial anomaly cancellation of the UV the-
ory is manifest non-locally in the SU(3)L  SU(3)R=SU(3)V theory space of the
chiral symmetry breaking Lagrangian, and emerges as a topological (and thus
quantized) “Wess-Zumino-Witten” term labelled by a winding number that cor-
responds to the number of colors in the UV theory [56,93,94]. Additionally, the
U(1) problem of QCD, the unexpectedly large masses of the  and 0 mesons
have been resolved through non-perturbative instanton contributions through
U(1) global anomalies [95].
As we enter the LHC era, we have identiﬁed numerous theories which may
play some role in stabilizing the weak scale. The most well studied of these
physics scenarios is TeV scale supersymmetry [96], however, in recent years,
enormous progress has been made on TeV scale extra dimensional theories and
effective ﬁeld theories such as little Higgs models. As was the case with the
chiral Lagrangian, these theories may be supplanted at still higher energies by
some conﬁning UV dynamics, and anomalies may again play an important role.
The study of anomalies in such contexts is in its infancy, but has already pro-
duced some important results for the phenomenology of extensions of the Stan-
dard Model (SM). To date, most studies have focused on scenarios where all
anomalies vanish in the IR. In these models, anomaly cancellation occurs non-
locally in an extra dimension [61,97], or, as happens in the chiral Lagrangian,
non-locally in theory space [19]. For consistency, such theories require a Chern-
Simons ﬂux or Wess-Zumino-Witten term, respectively. These terms encapsu-
87late the integrated out UV dynamics through which anomaly cancellation oc-
curs locally as well as globally.
In this chapter, we study the implications of extra dimensional classical sym-
metries which contain non-vanishing anomalies in the low energy 4D effective
theory. Earlier work on such theories (with some overlapping results) has been
performed in [98–100]. The Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry [101] which has been
originally proposed as a solution to the strong CP problem is a popular and
well-motivated example of such a theory, and thus we consider a U(1)PQ ex-
tension of the 5D Universal Extra Dimension model (UED) [79, 102, 103]. In
standard UED, the usual 4D SM ﬁelds are extended so that they all propagate in
the bulk of a compactiﬁed extra dimension. This results in a tower of massive
Kaluza-Klein (KK) partners of each SM ﬁeld.
We note that this is only one application of the techniques we develop, and
that other constructions are possible that may have novel phenomenology. Ex-
amples include warped extra dimensions, or even little Higgs theories, which in
certain cases can be related to extra dimensional theories through the language
of deconstruction [104,105].
Even though UED does not explain stability of the weak scale against radia-
tive corrections, there are several compelling reasons to consider such theories.
In UEDthereis remnantof 5Dtranslation invarianceknown asKK-parity which
stabilizes the lightest KK-mode. Due to KK-parity tree-level electroweak preci-
sion corrections will be absent (at least from the lightest states), and so these
particles can be quite a bit lighter than the TeV scale. The stability of the lightest
KK mode (LKP) also results in a realistic dark matter candidate [106,107]. What
makes the theory particularly interesting however is that the UED particle spec-
88trum and collider phenomenology may be very similar to that of a generic SUSY
theory, and thus UED is a good “straw-man” to pit against supersymmetry [22].
As in SUSY, the collider signatures consist of decay chains that contain high pT
jets in association with large amounts of missing energy. As such, the models
may be difﬁcult to differentiate without resorting to observables that are sensi-
tive to spin correlations [23,69,70,84,108,108], although techniques are being
developed which may be able to discriminate models in early stages of LHC
running [109,110].
In our study of this U(1)PQ extension of UED (PQ-UED), we ﬁnd that anoma-
lies can mediate decays of the KK-odd partners of the hypercharge gauge bo-
son which is often the lightest KK-odd particle (LKP), to SM photons and Z’s
in association with a new KK-odd scalar ﬁeld that lives in the 5-component of
an extra-dimensional gauge ﬁeld. This B5 is both stable and neutral, and thus
presents as missing energy at colliders. The signal event topologies at a hadron
collider generically contain high pT jets and a pair of neutral SM gauge bosons
(either photon or Z). Final state leptons may also make up a portion of the event
topology, depending on the spectrum of KK-modes. Such events are also char-
acteristic of gauge mediated SUSY breaking [24,111–116], where a bino NLSP
decays through a Goldstino coupling to the gravitino plus either a photon or Z.
We thus overturn the lore that such signatures are a “smoking gun” for super-
symmetry.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the basic setup
of the PQ-UED model. In Section 4.4, we describe in detail the physics underly-
inganomalieswhichpersistinthe4Deffectivetheory. Inparticular, wediscussa
gauged U(1)PQ symmetry which is broken by boundary conditions on an S1=Z2
89orbifold. In Section 4.4.1, we discuss gauge ﬁxing and the residual gauge trans-
formations, showing that a massless Goldstone boson results from this choice
of boundary conditions. In 4.4.2, we discuss the tree-level interactions of the
Goldstone boson. In 4.4.3, we analyze the physics of additional spontaneous
and explicit breaking of the U(1)PQ symmetry, identifying the spectrum and
the wave functions of the physical scalar modes. In 4.4.4, we discuss quantum
mechanical violation of the U(1)PQ symmetry, and the interactions of the Gold-
stone modes that are generated by the anomalies. In Section 4.5, we study the
phenomenology of this scenario including collider physics, discussions about
dark matter, and the existing constraints on the model (which turn out not to be
stringent in the parameter space that is most interesting from the perspective of
collider physics).
4.3 Basic Setup
The model is in 5D Minkowski space, with the ﬂat distance element:
ds
2 = dx
dx
   dz
2; (4.3.1)
where  is the metric for 4D Minkowski space. The extra dimensional coor-
dinate z is compactiﬁed on an S1=Z2 orbifold, and the z-coordinate is taken to
range from z = [0;L]. All SM ﬁelds are taken to propagate in the bulk, and the
Lagrangian is constructed to obey a discrete Z2 symmetry known as KK-parity,
a remnant of full 5D translation invariance which is broken by the presence of
the branes at z = 0;L [79]. At the Lagrangian level, KK-parity forbids bulk Dirac
masses for the fermions, requires that brane localized interactions be identical
on the branes at z = 0;L, and constrains boundary conditions for bulk ﬁelds
90to be the same on each brane. Orbifold boundary conditions for the fermions
and gauge ﬁelds are chosen such that the fermion and gauge boson zero mode
spectrum reproduces that of the Standard Model. The bulk Higgs sector then
gives masses to these modes in the usual way.
In our setup, we slightly extend UED to incorporate a new bulk gauge sym-
metry. This gauge symmetry is chosen to be chiral in the zero mode spectrum,
with the charges matching those of a Peccei-Quinn global symmetry [101] in
Weinberg-Wilczek and DFSZ type axion models [117–120]. In order to do this
consistently we must also have up and down-type Higgs doublets, since the SM
with one Higgs does not have any such symmetry, even at the global level. In
Table 4.3.2, we list the charges of the SM ﬁelds under hypercharge and the new
gauged PQ symmetry.
Hu Hd Q  u  d L  e
Y 1=2  1=2 1=6  2=3 1=3  1=2 1
PQ 1 1  1=2  1=2  1=2  1=2  1=2
(4.3.2)
Note that a bulk  term, HT
u (i2)Hd, is forbidden with these charge assign-
ments. On the boundaries, we ﬁx the 4D components of the PQ gauge ﬁeld,
BM to zero: Bjz=0;L = 0. In the absence of other symmetry breaking effects,
this leads to a single physical zero mode for the 5-component of the gauge ﬁeld,
B5 [121,122]. As is normally the case, the remaining KK tower of B5 modes can
be gauged out of the spectrum as they are Goldstone bosons eaten by the KK
tower of massive B ﬁelds. We discuss this in further detail in Sections 4.4.1
and 4.4.3, where we also take into account bulk breaking of the gauge symme-
try due to the Higgs vacuum expectation values. Additional explicit breaking
of the U(1)PQ symmetry is added in the form of brane localized -terms. This
is done in order to lift a potential electroweak-scale axion which is ruled out by
91experiment [123].
In this theory, all gauge anomalies (cubic anomalies for gauge ﬁelds with
zero modes) vanish as required for consistency. However global anomalies (e.g.
PQ anomalies quadratic in the SM gauge ﬁelds) localized on the branes at z =
0;L persist in the theory [61]. These anomalies lead to couplings of the B5 scalar
zero mode to the 5D ﬁeld strengths and their duals, G ~ G, W ~ W and F ~ F. These
couplings allow a decay of the lightest KK-mode in UED, which is often the ﬁrst
KK mode of the hypercharge gauge boson, down to a photon (or Z), and a PQ
B5 ﬁeld. This is surprising at ﬁrst glance, since the B5 has a ﬂat proﬁle, and
is thus naively even under KK-parity. However, we show in Section 4.4.2 that
the zero mode B5 is in fact a KK-odd ﬁeld in all of its interactions at both the
classical and quantum levels.
4.4 The Gauged Peccei-Quinn Symmetry
In this section, we illustrate the physics underlying a gauge symmetry which
is broken by boundary conditions at both branes in an extra dimension con-
structed on an S1=Z2 orbifold. First we perform gauge ﬁxing, identifying the
residual gauge symmetries. Then we study the interactions of the lowest lying
mode, a scalar ﬁeld arising from the 5-component of the gauge ﬁeld, and look
at the implications of additional spontaneous breaking of the gauge symmetry
via a Higgs mechanism. We end with an analysis of anomalies of this symmetry
and the interactions they imply.
924.4.1 Residual Gauge Transformations
As described in the previous section, we gauge a U(1)PQ symmetry in the bulk,
and break this symmetry via boundary conditions on the branes at z = 0 and
z = L. In this section, we analyze this theory, identifying the residual gauge
symmetry after imposing the boundary conditions on the branes, and adding
gauge ﬁxing terms in the bulk which decouple the unphysical modes.
Requiring preservation of the boundary conditions by the gauge transfor-
mations, BM ! BM + @M(x;z), gives:
Bjz=0;L = 0 =) @(x;z)jz=0;L = 0: (4.4.3)
Thisconditionrequiresthatthegaugetransformationonthebranesisaconstant
function of the 4D coordinates, or is a global symmetry from the perspective of
the 4D theory at z = 0;L.
We now turn to gauge ﬁxing the U(1)PQ in the bulk. The 5D Lagrangian for
a free U(1) gauge ﬁeld is given by:
LU(1)PQ =  
1
4g2
PQ
Z
dzBMNB
MN
=  
1
4g2
PQ
Z
dz

BB
   2(@5B)
2   2(@B5)
2 + 4(@5B
)(@B5)

=  
1
4g2
PQ
Z
dz

BB
   2(@5B)
2   2(@B5)
2 + 4(@B
)(@5B5)

 
1
g2
PQ
B
@B5
    
L
0
;
(4.4.4)
where we have rearranged the interaction that mixes B and B5 through inte-
gration by parts in the last step. Note that the boundary localized term vanishes
93fortheboundaryconditionsthatwehavechosen, BjL;0 = 0, sothereisnobrane
localized mixing between B5 and B.
As we gauge ﬁx, it is convenient to remove the terms that mix B5 and B
in the bulk. This is achieved by adding a gauge ﬁxing term to the Lagrangian
given by [124,125]:
LGF =  
1
2
Z
dzG
2   
1
2g2
PQB
Z
dz [@B
   B@5B5]
2 : (4.4.5)
Note that there is a residual gauge symmetry where the gauge transformation
parameter obeys the following equation:
@@
(x;y)   B@
2
5(x;y) = 0: (4.4.6)
We choose to go to unitary gauge, B ! 1 where the eaten B5 modes are pro-
jected out of the spectrum. In this limit, the solutions are:
(x;z) = 
+(x)+

2z   L
2L


 (x) =) res(x;z) = 
++
 

2z   L
2L

; (4.4.7)
where we have imposed the boundary conditions in Eq. (4.4.3) for the gauge
transformation in the second step.
Under this residual transformation, the PQ gauge ﬁelds transform as:
B ! B
B5 ! B5 +
 
L
:
(4.4.8)
Thus the remaining physical B5 zero mode behaves as a Goldstone boson, un-
dergoing a constant shift under the KK-odd part of the residual gauge transfor-
mation. This implies that the choice of these boundary conditions is equivalent
to having spontaneously broken a global symmetry. As we will show explic-
itly in Section 4.4.4, the effective scale of this symmetry breaking is given by
94fPQ = (g
PQ
5D
p
L) 1. For the remainder of our analysis, we replace the gauge
coupling with this effective breaking scale using this relation.
Note that the constant transformations + correspond to a true (unbroken)
PQ global symmetry in terms of the transformation properties of the light SM
ﬁelds. This residual transformation is unbroken at this stage, and thus the B5
cannot play the role of a usual axion in resolving the strong CP problem (the B5
is not a traditional PQ axion).
Before discussing the interactions of the light B5, it is useful to understand
this pattern of symmetry breaking in the language of deconstruction [104,105].
This model can be deconstructed as a chain of U(1) symmetries linked by scalar
ﬁelds which each transform under two neighboring U(1) sites. To mimic the
choice of boundary conditions we have chosen, we only gauge the internal sites,
and the endpoints of the chain are taken to be global symmetries. In total, we
have N sites, and N   2 of the sites are gauged. There are N   1 scalar ﬁelds
breaking this set of symmetries, so there remains one unbroken U(1) symmetry,
correspondingto+ inthecontinuumtheory. ThereareN 1Goldstonebosons,
and N 2 are eaten since N 2 of the sites were gauged. The remaining physical
Goldstone mode corresponds to a non-trivial linear combination of U(1)’s and
becomes a Wilson line for B5 in the continuum limit.
4.4.2 Tree level interactions of the B5 zero mode
In this section, we study the interactions of the PQ B5 with the KK-modes and
SM ﬁelds. In doing so we dispel the notion that the KK-parity transformation
properties of a KK mode are determined solely by the transformation properties
95of the wave function.
This can be seen in a simple way. First we note that 5D gauge invariance
associates every @5 with a B5 and vice versa through the covariant derivative:
D5 = @5   iqB5: (4.4.9)
The form of the 5D ﬂat space metric requires that any index must be repeated
an even number of times in any single term in the Lagrangian. This is because
everything must be contracted through the metric tensor (or through the viel-
beins). This means that for interactions with an odd number of B5’s, there must
be an odd number of @5’s (or a 5  e5
aa). Since both of these pick up a sign
under the transformation z ! L   z, the parity transform of the tower of B5’s
is effectively the opposite of how the wavefunctions transform. In short, the
internal KK parity of the 4D B5 zero mode is  .
As a concrete example, we consider the tree level interactions with a 5D
fermion. The interactions arise from the 5D gauge covariant kinetic term:
Le =
Z
dz 	iDMe
M
a 
a	  q
Z
dz 	B5e
5
a
a	 (4.4.10)
The 5D Dirac fermion can be expanded in solutions of the 4D Dirac equation
with masses mn:
	 =
X
n
0
B
@
gn(z)n(x)
fn(z)   n(x)
1
C
A (4.4.11)
The boundary conditions that produce a 0 massless mode are fn(z = 0;L) = 0.
Choosing these boundary conditions, the solutions for fn and gn are given by:
gn = An cos
nz
L
fn =  An sin
nz
L
(4.4.12)
Except in the case of contraction through the 5D Levi-Civita tensor, however such terms
explicitly violate KK parity as they correspond to a net U(1)PQ ﬂux along the extra dimensional
coordinate.
96with A0 = 1=
p
L, and An =
p
2=L for n 6= 0. This choice reproduces canonically
normalized ﬁelds in the 4D effective theory.
We now expand Eq. (4.4.10) in KK modes and integrate over z, ﬁnding
Le =  
1
fPQL
q
X
m;n
cnmB5(x)

 nm    m   n

cnm =
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
4

n
m2 n2 m + n odd;m 6= 0
2
p
2
n m + n odd;m = 0
0 m + n even
: (4.4.13)
The B5 is thus a KK-odd ﬁeld in its interactions with fermions. The tree-
level interactions with scalars are simpler to calculate, and the result is similar.
At tree level, the massless B5 is KK-odd in all of its interactions.
4.4.3 Spontaneous Breaking in the Bulk
When the SM Higgs ﬁelds obtain vacuum expectation values, the U(1)PQ sym-
metry undergoes additional spontaneous breaking in the bulk. We show that, in
the absence of additional explicit breaking, the Higgsing along with the choice
of boundary conditions produces two massless modes. One of these is a KK-
even would-be electroweak scale axion that must be lifted, as such a scalar has
interactions that are too strong to remain consistent with bounds from nuclear
and astro-particle physics [123]. The other is the KK-odd zero mode whose
phenomenology we are most interested in. Both modes will now be partly con-
tained in B5 and in the Goldstone ﬁeld  in the bulk Higgs. In this subsection
we ﬁrst identify these two modes, and then show that an explicit symmetry
breaking term (which is allowed on the boundaries) will give a mass to both
97of these states. First we use a simpliﬁed version with a single bulk Higgs, and
then show that it is easy to ﬁnd the full answer for the two Higgs doublet case
relevant for the bulk U(1)PQ model.
The two Goldstone zero modes
The Lagrangian, before gauge ﬁxing, in our toy model is given by
L =
Z
dz

1
L
jDMHj
2   V (H)  
f2
PQL
4
BMNB
MN

  Vbound(Hj0)   Vbound(HjL):
(4.4.14)
With the assumption that there are no brane localized scalar potential terms, the
Higgs develops a z-independent vev proﬁle. For now, we assume that this is the
case, and add brane localized interactions later, treating them perturbatively in
the low-energy 4D effective theory.
First, as in Section 4.4.1, we identify the interactions which kinetically mix
the gauge bosons with the Goldstone bosons, so that we can remove them with
a suitable gauge ﬁxing term. Taking H  v p
2ei=v, keeping only the Goldstone
ﬂuctuations , we have:
Lmix =  f
2
PQL(@5B
)(@B5)  
1
L
v@B
 (4.4.15)
A gauge ﬁxing term that removes the 4D kinetic mixing is:
LGF =  
1
2
G
2 =  
f2
PQL
2
"
@B
   
 
@5B5  
1
f2
PQL2v
!#2
: (4.4.16)
The residual gauge symmetry obeys the following boundary conditions:
@@
   
 
@
2
5  
v2
f2
PQL2
!
= 0 (4.4.17)
98In the  ! 1 limit, with constant v, the solutions to the equation with appro-
priate boundary conditions are:
(x;y) = 
+ cosh((z   L=2)) + 
  sinh((z   L=2)); (4.4.18)
where we have introduced an expansion parameter   v=(fPQL). We can ﬁnd
the Goldstone-like zero modes which are shifting under  by carefully analyz-
ing the bulk EOM’s and the BC’s, which is performed in detail in Appendix B.1.
The resulting zero modes can be written in terms of KK even and odd combi-
nations. In the case where the B5 part has a KK-even wave-function (but re-
membering that the interactions are KK-odd) the B5 and  zero modes given
by
B
(0)odd
5 = A
0
B cosh(z   L=2) (x)

(0)odd = A
0
B
v

sinh(z   L=2) (x)
(4.4.19)
The subtlety about the KK-parity quantum numbers of the B5 plays out here,
as a single zero mode KK-eigenstate has simultaneous KK-even and KK-odd
wavefunctions (although the interactions are all consistent, as they must be).
The KK-even modes are given by:
B
(0)even
5 = B
0
B sinh(z   L=2)+(x)

(0)even = B
0
B
v

cosh(z   L=2)+(x)
(4.4.20)
Imposing canonical normalization for the 4D ﬁelds then ﬁxes the overall coefﬁ-
cients A0
B and B0
B. Note that the residual symmetries in Eq. (4.4.18) are consis-
tent with the proﬁles of these zero modes: the residual gauge transformations
are shift symmetries for the 4D massless modes,   and +.
99Explicit brane localized U(1)PQ breaking
We now analyze what happens when we add explicit symmetry breaking on
the boundaries. We add PQ breaking  terms of the form Vbound =  

2(H2 +
H2) on each boundary. This is allowed, since the symmetry is only global on
the endpoints. Expanding in the Goldstone ﬂuctuations, this leads to brane
localized mass terms for the 5D ﬁeld :
Vbound
  
z=0;L
= 
2
  
z=0;L
: (4.4.21)
Keeping track of only the (now approximate) zero modes, this becomes:
Vbound
  
0;L
= 
h
A
0
B
v

sinh(z   L=2) (x) + B
0
B
v

cosh(z   L=2)+(x)
i2   
0;L
:
(4.4.22)
The effective 4D potential is obtained by summing over the two boundary con-
tributions, which gives:
Ve = 2A
02
B
v

2
sinh
2 L
2

2
 (x) + 2B
02
B
v

2
cosh
2 L
2

2
+(x) (4.4.23)
Expanding in small  and imposing canonical normalization on the scalar zero
modes in the 4D effective theory takes this to:
Ve = 2
2
+ +
1
2
v2
f2
PQ

2
  (4.4.24)
The masses of the KK-even and KK-odd modes are then m2
+ = 4, and m2
  =
v2=f2
PQ. A full numerical evaluation of the equations of motion, including de-
formation of the VEV due to the -terms, conﬁrms that these approximations
hold at the level of 2% for the KK-odd mode, and < 1% for the KK-even mode
for  as large as (300 GeV)2.
100Pseudo-Goldstones in the full 2-Higgs doublet model
The generalization of this model to the two Higgs doublet model (2HDM) of
our construction is quite simple. We ﬁrst write the two Higgs doublets keeping
only the Goldstone ﬂuctuations along the U(1)PQ ﬂat direction, ignoring the 2
neutral Higgses, and the charged Higgs ﬁelds. The Goldstone ﬂuctuation  is
the neutral pseudoscalar often referred to as A0 in 2HDMs.
Hu =
vu p
2
e
i=V ; Hd =
vd p
2
e
i=V ; with V 
q
v2
u + v2
d (4.4.25)
In this case, the entire analysis above follows through the same way with the
replacements
v ! V =
q
v2
u + v2
d
and  !

2
sin2;
(4.4.26)
where the angle  is deﬁned in the usual way for a 2HDM, vu=vd  tan. The
explicit symmetry breaking terms in this case are given by
Lmix =

2
H
T
u (i2)Hd
  
z=0;L
(4.4.27)
The ﬁnal masses are:
m
2
+ = 2sin2
m
2
  =
V 2
2f2
PQ
sin2:
(4.4.28)
Taking e 
sin2
2 , the numerical expression for the mass of the light pseudo-
Goldstone boson is:
m  = (fPQL)
 1
 p
e
300 GeV
 
L  10
3 GeV

 74 GeV
=
 p
e
300 GeV

109 GeV
fPQ

 74 keV: (4.4.29)
101For perturbative values of the coupling (fPQL) 1, and for weak scale , the mass
of   is less than the mass of any level one KK-mode, whose masses are gener-
ally m(1)  =L. So for most choices of parameters, this pseudo-Goldstone is the
LKP. The reference value of 109 GeV in the second expression is chosen to match
the point at which the decay length of the NLKP is of order tens of centimeters,
as we show in Section 4.5.
4.4.4 U(1)PQ Anomalies
With the fermion charges given in Table 4.3.2, the U(1)PQ symmetry is anoma-
lous. However, as we have shown in Section 4.4.1, the residual symmetry after
imposing Dirichlet boundary conditions on the 4D components of the PQ gauge
ﬁeld is global on the endpoints of the extra dimension. In this section we cal-
culate the chiral anomalies in this model, emphasizing that the chiral anomalies
are localized on the branes [61], where the gauge transformation is global rather
than local. As a result, the theory is consistent at the quantum level. However,
as is crucial in our model, the anomalies imply effective interactions between
the U(1)PQ B5 and the SM gauge ﬁelds. We focus on anomalies of the form
U(1)PQ  SM  SM, since these lead to the interactions we are most interested
in.
An intuitive argument for the localized anomaly terms
First we present an intuitive argument that suggests the required form of the lo-
calized anomaly terms based on the shift properties of the action and the Gold-
stone bosons under the anomalous symmetries. Later we will give a more rig-
102orous derivation based on the anomalous transformations of the path integral
measure.
Under an anomalous U(1)PQ transformation BM ! BM + @M(x;z), the ac-
tion shifts by:
S =
Z
d
4x
Z L
0
dz @MJ
M  
Z
d
4x J
5 L
0 
Z
d
5x A; (4.4.30)
here JM is the classically conserved PQ current, and A is the anomalous diver-
gence. The boundary term vanishes by construction, through the assignment
of the orbifold boundary conditions which produce the chiral spectrum in Ta-
ble 4.3.2. The anomaly is itself purely localized on the branes, and has been
calculated in [61] to be:
A(x;z) = 1
2 [(z) + (z   L)]
P
f q
f
PQ

q
f2
Y
162F  ~ F +
Tr 
f
a 
f
a
162 W  ~ W +
Tr t
f
at
f
a
162 G  ~ G

 1
2 [(z) + (z   L)]QPQ(x;z) (4.4.31)
where F, W, and G are the hypercharge, SU(2)L, and QCD ﬁeld strengths, and
F  ~ F is given by 1
2F(x;z)F(x;z) (with similar expressions for W  ~ W and
G  ~ G).
To reproduce the above shift in the action, the Lagrangian has to contain a
coupling involving the Goldstone bosons, whose shifts will exactly correspond
to the above change in the action. Remembering that the decomposition of  is
 = 
+ cosh[(z  
L
2
)] + 
  sinh[(z  
L
2
)] (4.4.32)
and the fact that under this shift B5 ! B5+@5, we can identify the shifts of the
ﬁelds . We ﬁnd, that
 !  + v
r
sinhL
L

: (4.4.33)
103Therefore the shift in the action is reproduced if the following couplings are
added to the Lagrangian:
L
e
anomaly =
1
2v
 
r
L
sinhL
sinh
L
2
[QPQ(x;L)   QPQ(x;0)]
+
1
2v
+
r
L
sinhL
cosh
L
2
[QPQ(x;L) + QPQ(x;0)]:
(4.4.34)
To lowest order in the bulk PQ gauge coupling, this becomes:
L
e
anomaly =
1
4fPQ
  (QPQ(x;L)   QPQ(x;0)) +
1
2v
+ (QPQ(x;L) + QPQ(x;0)):
(4.4.35)
Anomalous interactions from the path integral measure
Above we have seen a simple argument for the existence of the brane localized
anomalous interactions, motivated by the shifts of the various Goldstone ﬁelds.
We now present the full derivation of these terms through the shift in the path
integral measure as ﬁrst identiﬁed by Fujikawa [91,92]. For this we add two
fermions to the single Higgs toy model described by the effective Lagrangian
in Eq. 4.4.14. These fermions have (;) and (;) boundary conditions re-
spectively, such that one fermion has a left handed zero mode, and the other
has a right handed zero mode. Additionally, they each carry opposite charge
under the U(1)PQ symmetry, qL;R = 1=2. The additional terms in the classical
effective Lagrangian are:
L
fermion
e =
Z
dz
n
 	L5i6D	L5 +  	R5i6D	R5 +
 
H  	L5	R5 + h:c:
o
: (4.4.36)
104We now restrict ourselves to the terms in this Lagrangian that involve the Gold-
stone bosons  and B5:
L
fermion
e 
Z
dz
n
 	L5i(@5   iqLB5)
5	L5 +  	R5i(@5   iqRB5)
5	R5
+

v
p
2
e
i(qL qR) 
v  	L5	R5 + h:c:
o
: (4.4.37)
We now perform a redeﬁnition of the fermion ﬁelds such that the new fermion
degrees of freedom do not transform under the broken U(1)PQ symmetry. After
this is done, the path integral measure itself no longer transforms under ro-
tations, and all interactions of the Goldstone bosons through the anomaly are
manifest. The redeﬁnition is given by:
	j = e
iqjf(;B5)	
0
j; (4.4.38)
with f transforming as f ! f + (x;z), and 	0
j ! 	0
j. The most general choice
of f that satisﬁes this property is a linear combination of a Wilson line and the
5D ﬁeld  from the bulk Higgs:
f(;B5) = a
Z z
z0
dz
0B5(x;z
0) +
(z0;x)
v(z0)

+ (1   a)
(z;x)
v(z)
; (4.4.39)
where a is an arbitrary c-number.
In terms of the two physical Goldstone modes, + and  , the function
f(;B5) is given by:
f(;B5) =
1
v
r
L
sinhL
[sinh(z   L=2) (x) + cosh(z   L=2)+(x)] (4.4.40)
It is reassuring that this result is completely independent of the two undeter-
mined parameters z0 and a. These parameters are thus unphysical, and do not
affect any interactions after performing the redeﬁnition.
The redeﬁnition does, however, reorganize other interactions in the theory.
The 5D fermion kinetic terms are modiﬁed in the following way at the classical
105level:
 	ji6D	j =  	
0
jiD
	
0
j   qj (@f(;B5))  	
0
j
	
0
j +  	
0
ji@5
5	
0
j
 qj (@5f(;B5)   B5)  	
0
ji
5	
0
j: (4.4.41)
Note that this expression is completely gauge invariant under U(1)PQ. In ad-
dition, the Goldstone interactions from the Yukawa term in the Lagrangian be-
come:
v
p
2
exp

i(qL   qR)

(z;x)
v(z)
  f(;B5)

 	
0
L5	
0
R5 (4.4.42)
The argument of this exponential and the coefﬁcient of the 5D pseudoscalar
current in Eq. (4.4.41) are both invariant under all U(1)PQ gauge transforma-
tions, and thus these expressions do not involve either of the physical Goldstone
bosons. This can be veriﬁed using the wave functions derived in the previous
section.
It is instructive to compute the effective 4D currents corresponding to
the broken symmetries associated with the KK-even and KK-odd pseudo-
Goldstone bosons. At lowest order in the 5D PQ gauge coupling, the + couples
diagonally due to wave function orthogonality, and the current corresponding
to this symmetry is
j

+ =
X
j;n
qj  	
4D
j;n
	
4D
j;n; 	
4D
j;n6=0 =
0
B
@
j;n(x)
  j;n(x)
1
C
A; 	
4D
j;0 = Pj
0
B
@
j;0(x)
  j;0(x)
1
C
A
(4.4.43)
whichcanbedeterminedbyreadingoffthecouplingofthe+ inthe4Deffective
theory (arising from the second term in 4.4.41):
L+ =  
1
v
(@+(x))j

+; (4.4.44)
where j labels the species of fermion, and n labels the KK-level. The projector,
Pj is either P+, or P , depending on whether 	j contains a right- or left-handed
106zero mode. With the charge assignments we have chosen, from the perspective
of the zero modes, this is an axial-vector current. The KK-odd current is more
involved:
j

  =
X
m;n;j
qjcmn 	
4D
j;m
 
(m   n)
 2 + (m + n)
 2
5
	
4D
j;n:
cmn 
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
0 m + n even
2=2 m + n odd;m;n 6= 0
p
2=2 m + n odd;m  n = 0
(4.4.45)
where the coupling is
L  =  
1
fPQ
(@ (x))j

 : (4.4.46)
Note that we have ﬁnally explicitly identiﬁed the effective symmetry break-
ing scale associated with the B5 Goldstone boson, justifying our identiﬁcation
g5D
p
L  f
 1
PQ.
Due to the anomaly, the redeﬁnition (4.4.38) produces a non-trivial Jacobian
in the path integral measure [91,92]. The couplings of the Goldstone bosons due
to the anomaly can then be found by expanding
L
e
anomaly =
Z
dzf(;B5)A (4.4.47)
in terms of the scalar zero modes. Using again the expression of the anomaly
from [61] in (4.4.31) we reproduce the expressions (4.4.34)-(4.4.35) for the brane
localized anomalous couplings of the Goldstone bosons.
The interactions of  
We now turn our focus to the interactions of the KK-odd Goldstone,  , in the
effective action Eq. 4.4.35. Using the KK decomposition of the 5D hypercharge
107gauge boson (in the absence of electroweak symmetry breaking), we get
F(x;z) = g
0
5D
r
1
L
F
(0)
 (x) + g
0
5D
X
n1
r
2
L
cos
nz
L

F
(n)
 (x); (4.4.48)
with similar expansions for the SU(2)L and SU(3)C ﬁeld strengths. The normal-
ization coefﬁcients are chosen to produce a canonically normalized 4D effective
theory. This yields
L
e
B5AA =
1
162
1
fPQ
g02
5D
L
 (x)
X
mn0
cnmF
(n)  ~ F
(m)
=
1
4
1
fPQ
 (x)
X
mn0
cnmF
(n)  ~ F
(m);
(4.4.49)
where 1 =
g02
4, g0 = g0
5D=
p
L is the usual 4D effective hypercharge gauge cou-
pling, fPQ  1=(g
PQ
5D
p
L) is the effective PQ decay constant, and the coefﬁcients
cnm are given by
cnm =
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
0 n + m even
2
P
f q
f
PQq
f2
Y n + m odd, n;m  1
p
2
P
f q
f
PQq
f2
Y n + m odd, n  m = 0.
(4.4.50)
4.5 B5 Phenomenology
In this section, we perform a study of the basic phenomenology of this new
model. The collider signatures are quite dramatic: nearly all ﬁnal state signal
eventscontainhighpT photonsorZ bosonsalongwithlargeamountsofmissing
energy. Even more remarkable is that for some ranges of the extra dimensional
U(1)PQ gauge coupling, the photons or Z’s do not generally point back to the
original interaction vertex (that is, the photons or Z’s are “delayed”). Such sig-
natures have long been considered a smoking gun for supersymmetry broken
by low scale gauge mediation, and so our analysis suggests that more detailed
108experimental analyses may be necessary to distinguish supersymmetry from
this model. We calculate the lifetime of the lightest KK-mode and the displace-
ment of the decay vertex from the interaction point. We assume here that the
lightest KK-mode is the level-1 partner of the hypercharge gauge boson. We
also consider the possibility that the   Goldstone boson may constitute a large
fraction of the observed relic abundance of dark matter, calculating the relic
abundance over a range of free parameters in the model.
4.5.1 Decays of the NLKP
We presume that the NLKP is the ﬁrst KK-mode of the hypercharge gauge bo-
son. This is often the case in UED, since mass splittings in the level 1 KK sector
are achieved at the quantum level through brane localized kinetic terms. The
small value of 1 implies a smaller contribution to the mass of the level-1 hy-
percharge gauge boson.y Using the effective Lagrangian in Eq. (4.4.49), we eval-
uate the matrix element between the level one hypercharge gauge boson, the  ,
and a SM photon or Z. The ﬁnal polarization averaged and summed amplitude
squared for the decay of the level-1 KK-mode of the hypercharge gauge boson
is given by:
1
3
X
pol
jiM;Zj
2 =
8
3

2
;Z
h 
p
(0)  p
(1)2
  p
(0)2p
(1)2
i
=
2
3

2
;Zm
(1)4
"
1  

m(0)
m(1)
2#2
(4.5.51)
yThe level 1-KK mode of the PQ gauge boson may be lighter, however this mode is even
under KK-parity, and additionally has a very small coupling to SM ﬁelds. This particle is thus
rarely produced, and does not appear substantially in the decay products of the KK-modes of
SM ﬁelds.
109where p(0) is the momentum of the photon or Z, and ;Z is given by
;Z =
1
4
1
fPQ
p
2
X
f
q
f
PQq
f2
Y  (cw;sw): (4.5.52)
In the last step, we have evaluated the products of momenta in the rest frame of
the decaying KK-mode, and we have neglected the mass of the B5.
For 1=L  v, we can ignore the mass of the Z boson, and the partial widths
in this limit are given by:
 ;Z 
2
1923c4
wf2
PQ
m
(1)3
 
X
f
q
f
PQq
f2
Y
!2
(c
2
w;s
2
w): (4.5.53)
The sum over charges as can be read in Table 4.3.2 is
P
f q
f
PQq
f2
Y =  5. We
express the ﬁnal width numerically for reference values of the free parameters
as:
 tot  4:3  10
 7 eV

m(1)
103 GeV
3 
109 GeV
fPQ
2
; (4.5.54)
with branching fractions given by
R  c
2
w RZ  s
2
w (4.5.55)
up to terms of order m2
Z=m(1)2. The total width corresponds to a lifetime for the
NLKP equal to
 = 1:5  10
 9 s

103 GeV
m(1)
3 
fPQ
109 GeV
2
: (4.5.56)
he NLKP is at the bottom of a decay chain of exotica produced at a collider ex-
periment, and the NLKP may travel some measurable distance before decaying,
producing a rather spectacular signature of high energy photons or Z’s which
decay to jets or leptons that do not point back to a central interaction vertex. The
distance traveled by the NLKP is given by:
x = v  46 cm

103 GeV
m(1)
3 
fPQ
109 GeV
2
s
E
m(1)
2
  1: (4.5.57)
110Where  is the relativistic time-dilation factor, and v is the velocity. The typical
range for the energy E of the NLKP in a collider experiment is both model and
analysisdependent. Forlargermasssplittingsbetweenthedifferentmembersof
the level-1 KK sector, E will typically be larger, as a greater portion of the parent
exotica is converted to kinetic energy. Also the analyses performed at collider
experiments require speciﬁc cuts on the sample. For example, an analysis may
focus on a trigger sample in which events are required to contain large amounts
of missing transverse energy. Such requirements again bias towards larger E
for the NLKP, and thus longer decay lengths.
4.5.2 B5 Dark Matter
In the scenario we study, the B5 is most likely the LKP for all perturbative
choices of the 5D PQ coupling, and is thus a dark matter candidate when KK-
parity is preserved. In this section, we discuss the constraints on parameter
space based on over-closure considerations, and the potential of the B5 to make
up a signiﬁcant fraction of the dark matter relic abundance. We vary the scale
fPQ over a large range, from a standard O(1) weak coupling to a very high sup-
pression. An excellent review that describes the analysis in these different cases
can be found in [126].
The case with weak scale m 
The gauge coupling may not be very small, in which case the decays will be
prompt, and the   may be a more standard dark matter candidate, being in
thermal equilibrium prior to decoupling. In this case, one can evaluate the an-
111nihilation cross section, and follow the usual prescription to evaluate the relic
abundance. The annihilation to SM particles primarily takes place via s-channel
Higgs exchange. For our calculation, we assume large tan = vu=vd, and that
the heavy neutral Higgs is much more massive that the light neutral Higgs:
mH0  mh0.
The thermally averaged non-relativistic annihilation cross section to massive
SM gauge ﬁelds is given in this limit by:
hviW;Z =
2m6
 
v4
eff
1
(4m2
    m2
H)2 + m2
H 2
H

1  
m2
V
m2
 
+
3m4
V
4m4
 
s
1  
m2
V
m2
 
; (4.5.58)
where veff = 246 GeV is the effective electroweak symmetry breaking scale and
mV = mW;Z is the mass of the massive SM gauge bosons into which the  
annihilates. The annihilation cross section into fermions via the s-channel Higgs
in the large tan and mH0  mh0 limit is given by:
hvi  ff =
m4
 m2
f
v4
eff
1
(4m2
    m2
H)2 + m2
H 2
H

1  
m2
f
m2
 
3=2
: (4.5.59)
The annihilation into vectors is rather efﬁcient, even relatively far off of the
light Higgs resonance. Thus the preferred band in which the   relic abundance
saturates the WMAP bound in this mass range is close to the threshold for anni-
hilationintoW bosons. Fortheannihilationintolightfermions, thecrosssection
is suppressed by the fermion mass, and the WMAP window is saturated on the
tails of the Higgs resonance.
There are additional channels where the   annihilates to photons or glu-
ons, however these are essentially two loop diagrams, since each vertex arises
through the anomaly. These annihilation channels can thus be ignored. The
results for the relic abundance calculation are shown in Figure 4.1. We plot con-
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Figure 4.1: In this Figure, we plot contours of the relic abundance, 
dmh2,
of the   dark matter candidate in the case that the mass of
the   is near the electroweak scale. The narrow gray band
corresponds to the WMAP 2 band, where we take the density
ofnon-baryonicdarkmattertobe
nbdm = :106:008 [123]. The
white area corresponds to an under-density of   dark matter
where it annihilates efﬁciently, and the dark area corresponds
to an over-density.
tours for when the WMAP result for the relic abundance is saturated (within the
2 band), as well as contours where there is less or more dark matter.
The case with low Treheat, small (fPQL) 1
In the case that the reheating temperature is very low (on order the mass of the
level 1 KK-modes), and the PQ gauge coupling is small, the KK-odd Goldstone
boson is never in equilibrium with the thermal bath, and the relic abundance of
the B5 in this case originates primarily from decays of the NLKP. The ﬁnal relic
113abundance is then given by:

B5h
2 =
mB5
mNLKP

NLKPh
2: (4.5.60)
The NLKP abundance has been calculated as a function of mass, and splittings
between KK-modes [106,107,127]. Unless the the relic abundance of the NLKP
is anomalously large, this is clearly not enough dark matter to saturate the mea-
sured relic abundance. Of course, in such scenarios, there may be another dark
matter candidate (such as a standard pseudo-scalar axion) which can make up
the remainder. We note that baryogenesis and leptogenesis are very problematic
in such scenarios, as they must also occur at this low scale of reheating.
The case with larger Treheat, small (fPQL) 1
In the case where the gauge coupling is small, the universe is overclosed if the
B5 was in thermal equilibrium. This implies that some intervening era of in-
ﬂation must dilute the initial relic abundance, and that post-reheating, the dark
matter never reached thermal equilibrium with the bath. The reheat tempera-
ture is likely signiﬁcantly higher than the mass of the level-1 KK-modes, as is
necessary for generating a baryon asymmetry. In this case the situation is con-
siderable more complicated than the previous ones. The relic abundance in such
a scenario can be found as a function of the reheating temperature and the cou-
plings to the species which are in equilibrium. The relic abundance in this case
primarily arises through thermal production via scattering processes that occur
in the bath.
This has been calculated to leading order in the QCD gauge coupling for the
scenario of a supersymmetric axino DM candidate [128] in supersymmetric ex-
tensions of the SM [129], and the calculation is quite involved. In the PQ-UED
114model, the situation is even more complicated due to the fact that not only are
level-1 KK modes present in the thermal bath, but the entire tower of KK-modes
contributes at a given reheat temperature. Additionally, the 5D theory is non-
renormalizable, and perturbative unitarity is lost at energies of order 4=L. The
5D theory must be UV completed at some relatively low scale, and the char-
acteristics of this UV completion will likely play a crucial role in the ﬁnal relic
abundance. These complications do not by themselves rule out the potential
of the KK-odd Goldstone as a DM candidate in this region of parameter space,
but the calculation is clearly beyond the scope of this analysis. We note that it
is quite easy to construct a model that is very similar to that of the MSSM by
deconstructing the extra dimension into a simple 2-site model. If the symmetry
breaking in this scenario is achieved by a linear sigma model, then the results
would likely be very similar to those in [129], with differences arising only from
spin statistics in the production matrix elements, and an extended scalar sector.
In the case of very small (fPQL) 1, one might also worry about constraints
from big-bang nucleosynthesis, or perturbations in the cosmic microwave back-
ground due to the late injection of electromagnetic energy from NLKP decays.
Neither of these are relevant for the range of couplings we are most interested
in. BBN is safe so long as the lifetime of the NLSP is less than 1 second, the
time at which BBN takes place. This limit on the lifetime, for weak scale , cor-
responds to a limit on the PQ scale of fPQ < 1014 GeV. The CMB constraints
are even more relaxed, requiring a lifetime of not more than 104 5s, conserva-
tively. For these large values of the PQ scale, the NLKP decays far outside of the
detector, and does not play a role in collider physics.
1154.5.3 Electroweak precision and direct collider constraints
We estimate the size of shifts in electroweak precision observables due to the
variationinthevevduetothelocalizedterms. Thetermsinthe5DLagrangian
relevant to EWP are:
Z
dz
g2v2(z)
8

W
(1)2
 + W
(3)2
   2
g0
g
W
(3)
 B


(4.5.61)
We expand the Lagrangian in terms of the KK-modes, examining the terms
which give mass mixing between the lowest lying modes and the higher KK-
modes. We treat the vev perturbatively, expanding it as v(z) = v0 + v(z).
X
n
Z
dz
g2v0v(z)
2

W
(1)
0 W
(1)
n + W
(3)
0 W
(3)
n  
g0
g
W
(3)
0 B

n

(4.5.62)
The diagrams involving heavy W exchange cancel in calculating 11   33, so
we need only calculate the diagrams mixing the heavy B with W
(3)
0 the last term
in Eq. (4.5.62).
We Taylor expand the vev about the midpoint of the extra dimension,
v(z) = 1=2v00(z = L=2)(z   L=2)2, and we input the canonically normalized
gauge boson wave functions to ﬁnd the relevant overlap integrals for the mix-
ing terms:
gg0v0v00
L=2
2
p
2L
Z
dz(z   L=2)
2 cos
nz
L
=
gg0L2v0v00
L=2 p
2n22 
8
> <
> :
1 n even
0 n odd
(4.5.63)
The diagrams then evaluate to:
g
2 (11   33) =
X
n even
g2g02L6v2
0(v00
L=2)2
2n66 =
g2g02L6v2
0(v00
L=2)2
120;960
(4.5.64)
where we have used the fact that the masses of the hypercharge gauge boson
KK-modes are approximately given by mn = n
L .  is then given by:
 = T =
4
v2
0
(11   33) =
g02L6(v00
L=2)2
30;240
 8  10
 9

L
1 TeV
6  
3002 GeV
2
2
;
(4.5.65)
116well within current experimental limits. To understand the overall scaling with
L and , remember that v0j0;L = Lvj0;L, and thus v00 
v0jL v0j0
L  2v.
Regarding direct collider constraints, it is unlikely that the Tevatron exper-
iments searching for GMSB-like scenarios [130, 131] place any limits on this
scenario. This is due to the fact that there are indirect electroweak precision
constraints on the extra dimensional model in addition to the ones calculated
above. These arise from higher dimensional operators in the non-renomalizable
5D theory that are suppressed by the cutoff scale. Electroweak precision con-
straints require that this cutoff scale must be at least 5 TeV. These limit the
size of the extra dimension to be about L . (400 GeV) 1. Searches for parity
odd quarks in the acoplanar dijet topology at the Tevatron do not yet probe
this region of parameter space [32,132], and the searches for GMSB like scenar-
ios place even less stringent limits. The upcoming LHC experiments will have
much greater kinematic access to the region which is allowed by electroweak
precision constraints. However, distinction between GMSB scenarios and this
extra dimensional model may be difﬁcult given a discovery of an excess of this
type of signal.
4.6 Conclusions
We have performed an analysis of spontaneously broken anomalous global
symmetries in the context of one universal extra dimension compactiﬁed on
an S1=Z2 orbifold. A light pseudo-Goldstone scalar ﬁeld arises from a 5D gauge
symmetry that is broken by orbifold boundary conditions. Anomalous cou-
plings to the unbroken gauge ﬁeld strengths emerge after performing a 5D ﬁeld
117redeﬁnition that produces a non-trivial Jacobian. Over a large range of cou-
plings and explicit symmetry breaking terms, the resulting effective action per-
mits decays of the lightest level one SM KK-mode (of the hypercharge gauge
boson) to a scalar ﬁeld associated with the 5-component of an extra dimensional
gauge ﬁeld along with either a photon or Z-boson. In particularly interesting
regions of parameter space, the decays occur on detector sized length scales
with sizable displaced vertices. Such signals were long thought to be a smoking
gun signature of SUSY models in which the soft masses are generated through
gauge mediation, and in which the NLSP decays to a light gravitino in associ-
ation with a photon or Z-boson. We have calculated constraints on this extra
dimensional scenario, ﬁnding these to be minimal, and irrelevant for the range
of couplings most interesting from the perspective of collider phenomenology.
This pseudo-Goldstone scalar ﬁeld is a potential dark matter candidate, and
it may be possible for it to saturate the relic abundance observed by WMAP
and numerous other astrophysical experiments. We have performed a standard
relic abundance calculation for the case in which the extra dimensional gauge
coupling is O(1). For small values of the gauge coupling, the relic abundance
calculation is intensive, model dependent, and depends on unknown details of
early cosmology such as the reheat temperature. It is unlikely that this region of
parameter space is ruled out by overclosure of the universe, however the calcu-
lation is beyond the scope of this analysis. BBN and the CMB spectrum do not
place any constraints on the parameter space most relevant for collider physics.
118APPENDIX A
TESTING GLUINO SPIN WITH THREE-BODY DECAYS
A.1 Polarization Analysis of the UED case
The main feature of the invariant mass distribution of the UED case, which
makes it distingishable from SUSY, is the dip at s = 0. This feature can be
understood by analyzing the decay amplitudes of the individual polarization
components of the mother and daughter particles and considering conservation
of angular momentum. As shown with the two toy models in Section 3.4, con-
servation of angular momentum can lead to suppression of the invariant mass
distributions with respect to the pure phase space distribution (3.3.8) at s = 0, as
wellasats = smax. ThecouplingsintheUEDcasehavethesamechiralstructure
as the second toy model of Section 3.4, with the quark and antiquark having op-
posite helicities. The added complication in the UED case is that the mother and
daughter particles are massive spin one particles. We use mz(A) and mz(B) to
denote the projections of the A and B spins on the direction of the momentum p1
of the quark q. These operators have eigenvalues mz(A);mz(B) =  1;0;+1; the
corresponding eigenstates have polarization vectors  , L, and +. The transi-
tionsamongtheseeigestatesaredescribedbya 33 matrixofdecayamplitudes.
Using the UED lagrangian (3.5.6), we have evaluated these amplitudes and ob-
tained the dijet invariant mass distribution corresponding to each entry. These
distributions, divided out by the pure phase space distribution (3.3.8), are plot-
ted in Fig. A.1. At s = 0 the spin projections of the quark-antiquark pair sums
For clarity, we only included the contribution of the diagrams with Q1
L in the intermediate
state. The diagrams with Q1
R lead to distributions that are identical, up to a parity reﬂection, to
the ones presented here.
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Figure A.1: The invariant mass distributions for the decay of individual
polarizations, divided by the phase space distribution, for
mB=mA = 0:1 and M=mA = 1:5 in arbitrary units. The po-
larization vectors are along the momentum p1 of the outgoing
quark q. Notice that at s = m2
12 = 0 only the diagonal elements
are unsuppressed due to angular momentum conservation, re-
sulting in a dip of the distribution.
up to zero, and the ﬁnal state has no angular momentum (see the right panel
of Fig. 3.2). Therefore the polarizations of A and B must be the same. This will
result in a suppression of all non-diagonal components in the transition matrix
at s = 0, resulting in a dip there. At s = smax, however, the spin projections
of the quark-antiquark pair add up to mz = +1 (see Fig. 3.2). Thus the only
allowed decays at smax are the longitudinal component of A to mz(B) =  1 and
mz(A) = +1 to the longitudinal component of B. Both features at the ends of
the distribution can be nicely observed in Fig. A.1.
120A.2 The Kullback-Leibler distance
A convenient measure to quantify how much two continuous probability distri-
butions differ from each other is the Kullback-Leibler distance. (For a recent appli-
cation in the collider phenomenology context, see Ref. [72].) In this appendix,
we will brieﬂy review this measure.
Suppose that the data sample consists of N events distributed according to
the theoretical prediction of model T. Consider a second model, S, which pre-
dicts a distribution different from T. We can quantify the discriminating power
of our data sample by the ratio of conditional probabilities for S and T to be
true, given the data:
 =
p(S is truejN events from T)
p(T is truejN events from T)
: (A.2.1)
This equation can be rewritten using Bayes’ theorem:
 =
p(SjN events from T)
p(TjN events from T)
=
p(S)p(N events from TjS)
p(T)p(N events from TjT)
(A.2.2)
where p(S) and p(T) are the priors – probabilities for S and T to be true before
the experiment at hand is conducted. (In this paper, we assumed that the MSSM
and UED are a priori equally likely, so we set p(S) = p(T) = 1.) Suppose that
each event i (i = 1:::N) is characterized by a single variable si (in our case, the
dijet invariant mass). Since the N events are independent, we have
 =
p(S)
p(T)
QN
i=1 p(s
(T)
i jS)
QN
i=1 p(s
(T)
i jT)
=
p(S)
p(T)
exp
 
N X
i=1
log
 
p(s
(T)
i jS)
p(s
(T)
i jT)
!!
:
(A.2.3)
121For large N we can approximate
P
N 
R
dsdN
ds and use the normalization con-
dition dN
ds = Np(sjT) to obtain
 
p(S)
p(T)
exp

N
Z
dslog

p(sjS)
p(sjT)

p(sjT)

=
p(S)
p(T)
exp( N KL(T;S));
(A.2.4)
where the Kullback-Leibler distance (also called relative entropy) is deﬁned as
KL(T;S) :=
Z
dslog

p(sjT)
p(sjS)

p(sjT): (A.2.5)
Itfollowsthatthenumberofeventsneededtoconstraintheprobabilityofmodel
S being true, relative to the probability of T being true, to be less than 1=R, is
given by
N 
logR + log
p(S)
p(T)
KL(T;S)
: (A.2.6)
This number provides a convenient and physically meaningful measure of how
different the S and T distributions are.
Two properties of the Kullback-Leibler distance are worth mentioning in our
context. First, while this is not manifest from its deﬁnition, the KL distance
is non-negative, and zero if and only if T = S. Second, it is invariant under
transformations s ! f(s): for example, it does not matter whether we consider
the jet invariant mass distribution in terms of s or mjj =
p
s.
122APPENDIX B
ODD DECAYS FROM EVEN ANOMALIES: GAUGE MEDIATION
SIGNATURES WITHOUT SUSY
B.1 The Goldstone Wave Functions with a Bulk Higgs VEV
The full classical equations of motion for B5 and  are given by:
   
00 + 
2 +
v00
v
 + (1   )vB
0
5   2v
0B5 = 0
B5   B
00
5 + 
2B5   (1   )
2
v

0 + (1 + )
2
v2v
0 = 0
(B.1.1)
where we have kept the terms containing the derivatives of v for completeness.
After enforcing Bjz=0;L = 0, the boundary conditions for  and B5 are given by:

0   vB5  
v0
v
  L
Vbound

   
z=0;L
= 0
B
0
5  
2
v

   
z=0;L
= 0:
(B.1.2)
In the cases where v0 = 0, we can decouple the second order bulk equations
by taking the ﬁrst equation, solving for B0
5,
B
0
5 =
1
v(   1)

   
00 + 
2

; (B.1.3)
taking the z-derivative of the second equation, and substituting using the above
formula. The result is a 4-th order equation for :

0000   2
2
00 + 
4 + m
2 
(1 + 1=)
00 +

m
2=   
2(1 + 1=)


	
= 0 (B.1.4)
The same 4-th order equation can be obtained for B5. Note that the only depen-
dence on  is in the mass terms. One can immediately ﬁnd the physical states
(those that don’t depend on ). For solutions to the second order equation

00 + (m
2   
2) = 0; (B.1.5)
123there is no  dependence in the second half of the equation, and the bulk eom is
also automatically satisﬁed. This means that the remaining two solutions to the
full fourth order equation must be the ones that are eaten/unphysical.
For zero modes, there is trivially no  dependence, since  appears only in
the mass terms. The most general solutions for the massless case are:
 = Ae
z + Be
 z + Cze
z + Dze
 z;
B5 = ABe
z + BBe
 z + CBze
z + DBze
 z:
(B.1.6)
We ﬁrst eliminate 4 of these 8 coefﬁcients by requiring that the original sec-
ond order coupled equations are satisﬁed. Satisfying the boundary conditions
further requires that there are no solutions of the form zez. Two undetermined
coefﬁcients remain, implying that there are two physical scalar zero modes in
the spectrum. The full massless solution is given by:
B5 = ABe
z + BBe
 z
 =  
v


ABe
z   BBe
 z
:
(B.1.7)
By rewriting these in KK even and odd combinations we obtain the ﬁnal Gold-
stone wave functions in eqns. (4.4.19) and (4.4.20).
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